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Abstract

An investigation of multipath communication signaJs with applications to a marine

environment is condUCted by examining a l)'pical L-Bm.:I S&ulli~.to-ship

communication sysrem. In order lbat this investigation be performed, a numerical

stochastic maritime multipatb model is constructed, This model has the ability to

calculate the average power contained in a multipalh communication signal which is

reflected off the ocean surface and received by a ship mounted antenna. This allows

me model (0 provide signal.to-noise ratios as well as signal fade characteristics for

different degrees of sea surface roughness as well as :I variety of receiving anlcnna

patterns. By comparing the 1'Wl1u; obtaiDc:d with the stochastic multipath model to

those from other models 15 well as various measurement campaigns, the stoclwtic

mari~ muItipath model is sboWl] lO be a valid and useful tool that can be used in

multipalh research. Some of the research carried. out in this thesis indudes an

investigation of how various pu2metCrs affect the multipatb phenomenon. Tbese

panmeters include sea roughness. elevation angle. antenna position aboard the vessel,

and antenna directivity. It was discovered that it may be possible fO decrease the

amount of multip,uh fading experienced by a ship mounted receiving system by

locating an optimal antenna position aboard the vessel and construCting a low cost

antenna stabilization platfonn that could aJlow the use of a fairly directive antenna.

Suggestions for the conlinuation of the research reponed here are also presented..
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Multipath interference in a maritime satellite-to-ship communication syStem is the

phenomenon in which a communication signal propagating from a ttansmitting satellite

reaches a ship mounted receiver via a direct pam as weU as several sclrter paths after

being reflected from the rough ocean swface. 1be scattered, or multipath. signals

arriving at the receiver often cause undesirable flucnw:i<)ns in the overall received

signal level 1.5 they interfere with !he direct path component. This fluctuation is often

referred to as mJJ./ripathfadi'lg. The fading process can either be rapid ~ slow, as

well as shallow or deep. Lengthy deep fades in me received signal level are often

attributed (0 the presence of a smooth sea surface. In this instance, the reflected signal

arises from only a small ponion of the sea surface and is very concentrated and

coherent. This is what is known as spulllor reflection. Rapid shallow fades are

usually the result of signal reflections from a rough sea. With a rough scattering

surface. muhipath signals can be: re~ted from a large surface area and arrive at the



receiver from numerous dilutions. In thili simation the scattered signal is less

concentrated than for the specular ll:f1ection ca.se and is less likely 10 interfere with the

direcl path signa.! componenl as destructively. This is often called diffuu Il:f\ection.

80th of these situations are depicted in Figures I-I and 1-2.

The degree of roughness is not Ihe only factor that governs the extent of multipath

fading thaI a ship-borne conununication system may experience. 1be size and velocilY

of the vessel, the position of the antenna aboard the ship, as weU as the antenna gain

and polarization dwaclerisrics, and the elevation angle to the tranSmitter are some of

the parameters thaI have an effect on the amount of multipath interference

experienced.

With [he growing popularity in low gain, low cost.. nondirective ship earth stations. Ute

.sea surface multipath phenomenon is becoming increasingly signifICant. 8«ause of

this. investigations into the properties and behaviour of multipath fading as weU as

methods for fade reduction are weU worth the time and effon they require.

1.1 Aim of the Thesis

The use of satellite conununication [OCMology aboard sea faring ves,sels has been

increasing dramatically over !l:ttnl yean>. This is pan1y due 10 the introduction of





low COSI., low gain. nondirective. and often unsabilized ru:eiving sys~ms. All

example of dris are INMARSAT Standard·C compatible sys~ms which are mostly

used for data transmission only. and use small. almost omnidirectional anteMas. Such

systems opernte at L·Band frequencies (approximately L5GHz). The low cost of such

systems make satellite communication capability available to operncors of even the

smallesl vessels. Some examples of nondirectional antelUW used with the

lNMARSAT Standard-C system are presented in Appendix E.

When the elevation angle between a ship-mounted receiver and a transmitting satellite

becomes significantly small (less than about 1()6). multipath fading becomes quite

prevalent. With nondirectional antennas, the fading becomes even more significant.

Since many transmining satellites are in. or close 10 being in. an equatorilJ omil., low

elevation angles are often experienced by vessels sailing off the coast of Canada.

Because of this. and due to the above mentioned increase in the use of lower cost

receiving systems. a scudy of the multipath fading phenomenon in a marine

environment is warranted.

The aim of this thesis is to provide an in-depth investigation of the maritime multipath

phenomenon in order that I greater understanding of the sea scatter problem be

established. This is done by examining the effects thai cenain parameterS have on the

fading characteristics of a sateUite signal. which is corrupted by multipath interference.



arriving at a ship mounted receiver. By attaining a knowledge of the maritime

multipath process, one may be a.ble tosu~ some of the multipath inleIf~1lCe by

adjusting certain parameterS such as antenna height, antenna placement on the vessel.

antenna gain patterns. or by incorporating simple signal processing lCChniques.

Multipadi effects can often be lessened through the use of large. very directional, high

gain anteMas, or by using complicated antenna stabilizers or signal trBcking

IeChnique.s. as wt:U as some form of adaptive beam forming for antennas. These

techniques are usually extremely expensive and void the ideology of a low cost and

affordable receiving system for small oper.ltOl'$. ~fore by undersWKiing die

effcclS that simple diings like antenna location has on reducing the multipath process.

an inexpensive solution to the multipath reduction problem may be attainable.

1.2 Accomplishments of the Thesis

In order that an investigation of multipath fading be eondueted. an efficient and valid

numerical model thaI allowed easy parameter input and variation had to be developed.

Using the models constructed in [II as a foundation. a numerical stochastic maritime

multipoth mod~l WIS created. This model uses much the same theory as was used for

the aeronautical stoctlastic sea scaner model contained in 11]. The basis of this model

is the fannation of the specular point location process into a random curve crossing



problem. Specular rt'flection points are points on !he ocean surface from .....hich the

reflected signal will inte~ with the receiving antenna coordinates. By considering

the ocean surface profile to be a Gaussian random process, one can utilize the nuldom

curve crossing solution of [41 to generate a e~prt'ssion for the density of specular

reflection points on the ocean surface for a given sea Slate. elevation angle. and

antenna position. The It(:hnicalilies of this ideology are described in Oapter 3.

Applying lhis technique to the maritime multipath problem requires some.....hat more

rigorous calculations than it does for the aeronautical case of [I). The close proximity

of the receiving antenna on a ship as compared to an aircraft. as weU as the coupling

between a boat's motion and that of the ocean surface complicates the solution.. The

diffe~ces and similarities between the two scenarios is discussed in grealer detail in

Chapter 2.

Al the present time, the model developed is a simple DOS application written in the C

programming language. It does provide an easy input mechanism by which the user

can enter paBmeten SlJCh as sea state. elevation angle, anteMi Ilc:ight. vessel velocity.

and the length of a simulation. After entering the des~ values of these variables.

the model can quickly calculate an average signal-Io-noise ratio, fade depth. and

average fade duration for a given p% availability ([IQO-p)% outage) system_ By

varying one parameter while holding all others constant, one can investigate the effect

that a particular variable has on the amount of signal fading thai occurs at the rtteivCf.



1be model is relatively fast and simulations of several minutes long can often be run

in almOSt real time on even some of !he slower personal compu!eTs. By comparing the

results oblained with this model to those calculated by other models as well as those

from measurement. it was found that the maritime stochastic multipa!h model is

indeed a valid and useful tool !hat can be used for the: investigation of muhipath

fading in marine satellite communication systemS.

By performing sevCt1ll simulations it was discovered that the most sensitive parameters

!hat influence the degree of multipath fading experienced include !he sea state.

elevation angle, and antenna polarization. Unfortunately. one cannot change the

elevation angle or the roughness of the sea in order to lessen multipath fading. Since

satellite nnsminer.> use right.hand--cin:ular polarization. one cannot realistically

change the transmitting electromagnetic wave either. 1bc height of the: antenna aboard

!he ship was seen to have a slight effccL The higher the antenna. the grea!eT the

multipath interference. This would lead one to conclude that it would be worth the

effon to dctennine an appropriate antenna height on a vessel which is low enough to

suppress some multipadl fading. bUI high enough to ensure that !he ship's

superstructure does not impede the line of sight to the satellite at low elevation angles

and in rough sea conditions. The directivity of the antenna was also found to be an

adjustable parameter in the receiving system. "was seen that the more directive the

antenna is in the direction of the direct path signal. the less the fading that will be



experienced. However this adds increased cost and. if the antenna beam is Jt:latively

narrow, movement of the antenna caused both by the ship's own velocity and the

movement of the ocean may cause this narrow beam to point away from the direct

path signal, and in some cascs" point towards the ocean SurflllCC leading to the

n::ception of a stronger multipath signal component than the magnitude of the desired

direct path signal. This is oflCn refClTed 10 as depointing and is very significant on

smaU vessels in rough seas if some form of antenna stabilization device is not used.

This would also add some expense to the fCCeiving syS1em. The simuJatj()Q resuJts

obtained and a discussion pertaining to them are presented in more defl.il. in OtaplCrs

4 and S.

It is felt thaI greatest lK:C'Omplishmem of the thesis is the development of a maritime

multipath model which allows for a quick and efficient evaJuation of a receiving

anlCnna in various sea conditions and positions on a vessel.

1.3 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is divided in five chapters as well as several appendices. The first chapter

is an introductory chapter. Chapter 2 presents a lilCralure review which describes

several other attempts at maritime multipath modelling as well as some of the soun:es

of theory behind the fundamental electromechanical wave scattering from rough



surfaces problem which is the basis of all multipam ~h. Also contained in me

second chapter is a somewhat delailed summary of the models from [II and how they

are related to the model developed in this thesis.

Chapter 3 contains a detailed explanation of the theory and calculations involved in

the development of the stochastic maritime multipath model. This includes the

solution 10 the specular poinl location (random curve crossing) problem. incorporating

bloclcing and shadowing effeclS, reflected signal divergence. and me calculation of lhe

!.verage scattered signal power. The consttuetion of power (Doppler) spectra of the

multipath process and how this is used to extraci average fade durations is also

explained.

In Chapter 4 a validation of die model that is given in Chapter 3 is carried OUI by

comparing the ~sults obtained with those from other models as well as some from

measurement. Chapter 4 also presents results thai .show how various parameters effecl

the muhipalh phenomenon. These parameters include the differe.nl results obllined

using sea water as well as sea lee, the effects of elevation angle. antenna height.

polarization. and directivity, as well as the effects of sea state and vessel velocity.

1be significance of lhese simulation results are discussed in the fourth chapter as well

as summarized in Chapter S. which also contains suggestions for future ~tL.
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For the most pan. the appendices contain detailed clIplanations of lhcory that arc 100

lengthy and tedious for the main !eXt. One of the more interesting appendices is

Appendix F which provides a somewhat detailed explanation of exa-aeting fade

clwxr.eristics of the received signal from the simulation resulls obc2ined with the

stochastic maritime muhipalh model. This was done as it is of!CJl nOi obvious how

fade depths. fade durations. and fade intervals are calculated in much of the literature.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

There have been several attempts made to model accuntely !he maritime multipath

phenomena. One that has been used by the author as a foundation for the current

resem:h was made in 1987 by K.W. Mon:l:lnd at Carleton University (I). Since we

use a similar modelling approach, much of this chapter will focus on describing it.

In [1 J [wo different approaches are developed. The firsl is what is described as a

propagation IfIOdti and the second is !enDed a stochastic mod~l. Both melhods

assume a two dimensional model: i.e. height of the ocean swface z.. is asswned 10 vary

only in the .-direction from lhe receiver w the transmitter. In the: perpendicular y

direction the surface is considered to be unchanging. The analysis considers an

unmodulated carrier siena.! only. which at L-Band has a frequency of roughly I.5GHx

and a wavelength of O.2m. The propagation model was developed for bam a maritime

siw.ation. in which the ~iver is mounled on a vessel travelling in the ocean. and an

aeronautical scenario. where the receiver is mounted on an aircraft. The stochastic
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model was completed for only the aeronautie&.l case. 1bese twO models as well IS

their applicability to the curn:nt research wiD be discussed in the following scclions.

2.1 The Maritime Propagation Model

The propagation model developed in (I) invokes what is even DOW I. VCf)'

compUlationally demanding process. 113 simplicity bowever, makes it useful in gaining

an understanding of the topic. Moreland's objective was to be able to characrcrize the

ocean scatter signal as a function of physical paramerers such as the elevation angle 10

the saleWIe. the sea swe. the antenna characteristics (gain, polarization and height). as

well as the velocity and size of the ship. The details of this model are reviewed in the

following sc:ctions.

2.1.1 Ocean Surfaet Modelling

The surface model used in this propagation approach is based on a lllble of sea states.

This Ulble is reproduced in Appendix A. Panmerers that detennine the shape of !he

ocean surface are the avemgt sea wavelength A. and the RMS waveheight a , . Upon

choosing these parameters. a surface profIle is COl\SU"UCted by adding together a

nwnber of random·phase sinusoids and superimposing them on I curved eanh as Jiven

in (2.1) and (2.2), where t(ll,t) is the local wavehc:ighl (composed of the sinusoids) at
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a SpecifIC point II. and z,(:r;.l) is me resulting surface height afler adding z(x.t) to the

curvature of the earth. Fi~ 2·1 clearly shows bow this method is used 10 construCt

I profile of the ocean surface with three sinusoidal components.

~{""H"'''''''~~r
so loa 150 200 :250 no ]$0 ..00 ..SO 500

.(11)

-"~,,

~."~"

z.(x. e) =zlx. t) - :a~. (2.1)
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N"",NT-l
2
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(2.2)

In (2.1) and (2.2) Ny is the desired numbeT of wavefonns and .. is the radius of the

earth (6.378xlC1km). Thr: VI and" CCfmS ~ me velocity and wavelength

comPOOCOIS of the t* sinusoid. The wavelength of each sinusoid is either longer or

shoncr (depending on the sign of k) dian the average sea wavelength. 'The wavelength

of the 1::" component wave would be "-t.=A+kAA where: M is given by NNT- The 91

teml is a uniformly distributed random phase for the k;'l' sinusoid. The distance x is

assumed positive in the dim:tion towards the sattlli~ From these equations il is seen

that the surface: can take on many different profJ.Ies for any giVCD sea state depending

on the number of nuldom-phase sinusoids incorporated and the differing random

phases. It is suggested in [II that this method can be used to approximate surface

conditions ranging from a sine Wive [0 that of a Gaussian disttibution if at least 21

waveforms are added.

2.1.2 Specular Point Location

One of the mOSt computationally demanding partS of the propagation model is locating

and classifying the specular points on lhe ocean surface. or the points in which the ray

thai is reflected off the ocean surface will intersecl the pattern of the receiving
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anteMa. After locating these points both the phase coherent specular scattering and

the phase incoherent diffuse scattering can be calculated lOgether through a divergence

rmn which will be discussed lacer. This situation is ponrayed in Fi~ 2-2.

From Figure 2·2. it can be seen that in order to determine the location of a specular

poinl the solution of equation (2.3) must be found.

8(x) "'11 <x)

8(x)-tan-'( z,,-z.(x) 1
x-x"

p (xl t E-2tan-' ( C;;; I

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.S)
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In equations (2.3) to (2.5), 9(x) is the angle from the reflection point to the receiver.

~(lt) is the reflection angle at the scatter poinl and E is the elevation angle to the

satellite. The pair (x."zJ gives the 2-D coordinates of the antenna. The a(x) in

Figure 2-2 is the incident angle relative to the tangent of the surface at lhe scattering

point. this value becomes more important 1aJer. It should be oored that f~ simplicity,

we have begun referring to all quantities as functions of position x only. It rnUSl be

ranembered that although nOi explicitly shown. all values~ dependent on amc as

~u.

Specular scatter point locations are found by perfonning a lengthy numerical search in

which one mUSI fmt look for sign changes in the difference 9(x)-~x). When a sign

change is detected then a more exact solution is perfonned in this aru. through the

use of NewtOn's algorithm for solving nonlinear equations. Once found, the specular

points an; classified as cilhcT visible to the receiver, blocked or shadowed (described

in section 2.1.2.1), and sub-<:Iassified as sensitive or nonsensitive., indicating Uw the

visible. blocked. or shadowed classification is likely to change with time. Only the

sensitive points arc monitored at the next few time instants but a more com~hensive

search must be performed every so often to ensure that a point that was classified as

sensitive or non·sensitive does change position in such a way thaI reverses this

classification.
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Z.1~1 Bloddoe and Shadowing

As mentioned in the previous section, once a specular point is located it is classified

as either blCK:ked. shadowed. or visible. The geometry of dlese scenarios is shown in

Figure 2-3.

To detennine if the signal is blocked. 50 evaluation points within 2..5 average sea

wavelengths away from the scatter point in lhe direction of the receiver are considered

to see if die reflecting ray is inlersected by the CICCat\ surface. If this is the case then

that particular point is not considered to contribute to the overall scatter signal.

Likewise for shadowing the same process is invoked for SO evaluation points in the

direction away from the scau~r point rowards the transmitter to detenninc if the

incident signal is obstructed by the ocean suttace. If il is found that a point is JUSt

shadowed, juu blocked or just visible (the difference between the height of the ocean

surface and that of the reflected or incident ray is very small) then dial point is
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IabeDed as sensitive. If me n:n~ or incident ray is DOl: obstructed by the ocean

surface along the 50 point inccrval, the pd.nt is considered visible to the receiver and

contributeS 10 me oven11 multipath signaJ.

1.1.3 Multipath Sip Calaallitioa.

Once the contributing specular points are delenDined, the calcuWioo of the multipath

signal is nuher straighlfolWard. The contribution to this signal from the jill specular

poine is given by (2.6) and (2.7).

(2.6)

(2.1)5 v(i) -rv(a. t ) e-Jt, Gv(g.(i) }AJ

In the above (l is the local grazing angle at the specular poinL ~ is tJle phase

diffcR:nce relative to the dUccl path signal. r is the complex surface reflC(:tion

coefficient (given in Appendix B). G is the antenna gain function. g. is !he antenna

gain angle and A is the attenuation factor (discussed in the next section). The

subscripts H and v represent horizontal and vertical polarization respectively. The

overall multipath signal is conscruCled by adding together all the conttibutions for each

of the N. specular points that are visible to the recc:iver. as shown in (2.8) to (2..10). II

is suggested in (I J that the number of specular points~t in typical Nonh Atlantic

sea conditions (around .ss4(iil. for which average wavelength is roughly 34.26m and
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RMS waveheighl is O.6Im) in the region between the ship and the horizon is around

1500 to 2000 wilh only about 150 to 300 of dtese points visible to the receiver.

(2.8)

(2.9)

0·10)

A right-hand-circularly polarized signal is constructed by adding the horironral and

vertical components and incorporating the appropriate antenna gain mismatch E.t, and

phase mismatch 9•. as shown in (2.10).

In cOl1SbUCting the muhipath signal in this manner the model will generate time

indexed samples of !he in-phase and quadrature componenlS of the multipath signal.

This is convenient as it allows easy investigation of properties and characteristics of

the multipath signal through common time or frequency domain analysis techniques.

1.1.3.1 Attenuation Faclors

In order to lake inlo account the effect of specular and diffuse reflection, much of the

literature (7-101 takes an approach in which these twO portions ate treated separately.
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In such approaches the specular component and the diffuse component are developed

and combined using statistical methods. This procedure ~ults in obtaining the

probability density function of the multipath signal and not the actual signal

approximation that the propagation model provides. This scattered signal is most

often a.sswned to be Rayleigh distribuled if the distribution of the ocean profile is

assumed to be Gaussian. Since the propagation model of [I] is entirely deterministic,

the complexities of a statistical an&lysis is not a concern. 1hcn;fore. simpler

approach iJ used in incorponting divergence inw the rnultipath model.

The attenuation factor was developed so thai it would take uuo account the divergence

and phasc shift from a scattering portion of the surface, and effectively deals with both

specular and diffuse reflection at the same time. In doing so Moreland stresses lbal

there must be a distinction made between the scattering from a convex portion of the

surface and a ponioo wltich is concave. Furthcnnon::. it is emphasised that special

caze must be used should the situation arise that die antenna is within [We focal

lengths of a particular scatter point due to the: fact that this may result in energy being

focused at the anteM3. and 50 far field assumptions of ray optics are no longer valid.

These situations are illusuated in Figures 2-4 and 2-5.
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In determining the attenuation factor from a convex portion of the surface a ray-optics

approach is used. Using r as the distance from the scaner point to the receiver and f

as the focal length associated with me radius of cwvature of the surface at that point,

the attenuation facwr is given by (2.11).

(211)

For the concave situatioo shown in Figure 2-5. if the receiving antenna is more than

rwo focal lengths away from the $Canering point then Moreland (1] shows thai the

attenuation (acIOT may be calculated by treating the surface as a convex portion

located 2f closer to the antenna with an additional phase shift of 900 as given in

(2.12).

Aawan"j ~.

~1-1

[.c>2f]
(2.12)

In the region OSrS2f. (2.12) is no longer valid. This is espccialJy true if die m::civer is

located close 10 the focal point. Such a situation may focus the rcnec!ed energy and

the far field assumptions involved in the derivation of (2.12) no longer apply. To deal

with these complexities a more rigorous Fresnel diffraction approach is used. The

region OSrS2f is funher divided into (WO separate interVals. one: from the scatter point

to the focal length. and one from me focal length to rwice this dislance. By using the

Fresnel diffraction approach die following attenuation facton were developed.
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(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)

In the above ~ is the carrier wavelength (approximately O.2m at L-Band) and (l is the

grazing angle.

2.1.4 Vessel Motioo

To update me signal accurately with time the motion of lhe vessel must be considered.

In order to get appropriate antenna coordinates that will be used at each time instant

the effects of the ship's velocity and the motion caused by lhe interaction between the

vessel and the ocean must be taken into account. The ocean effects mUSt also be used

to calculate the pointing angle error of the receiving anlenna. The necessary

parameters needed to do this are shown in Figure 2-6. Explanations of these

paRJTlctersare given below me figure.



Fieun:2-6: Ve$SelMtxiOllCieomctry.

L: vessel length.

z..: nominal antenna height above the waterline.

x,,: horizontal position of the cetlrrc of graviry of lhe ship. Xe::ut~ u is the:

velocity of me vessel

~: horizontal distanc:e between the centre of gravity and the antenna Inf"!!bon.

z.: instantaneous sea surface height.

7,: instantaneous .....aterline heighl afme ship.

e,: pitch angle (ccw assumed positive).

9.: antenna pointing angle error.

z,,: instantaneous antenna vertical position.

x..: instantaneous antenna horizontal position.

24
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To calculate the instantaneous antenna height. fint the ocean surface is averaged over

the length of the ship. This average height is then put through a vertical translation

filler that was developed in [2J. The transfer function of this ruler is given by (2-17).

H (f). f:.jl.4f.,.f
.. ([:-[2) +j1. 4f.,.f

l • ....!....~HZ
.. 2'1t~L

(2.17)

(2.18)

The paramelCr g in the above is the acceleration due to gravity (g=9.81m1$~. The

output of this filter will give the instantaneous waterline height under the point at

which the antenna is fLXed.

In order to obWn the pitch angle an average incline is calculated by averaging the

angles between the horizontal and lines connecting the coonlinares of the rear of the

vessel <....LJ2., z(x.:.Ln». to the OCUlI surface heighu r..(x) along the length of the

ship. Referring [0 this incline as 9 1(0. the averaging process takes me form of (2.19).

{ •.,e

6 1 (t>-1? f z.(x. t) (x-utldx

-i'''c
(2.19)

9) is put through a pitching motion filler that was also developed in (2J having the

transfer function of (2.20).
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f.f .. ...!.. G:2iHz
p " 2'1t~L

(2.20)

(2,21)

The output of this mter will give the pilCh angle of the: ship at thaI patticulir time. If

an antenna gravity stabilizer is used then 9, is put intO an antenna stabilization filter

with a tranSfer function of (2.22) which will give the amenna pointing angie error 9...

(f:-~ (2'1tfo l 1[2) +jfo!

H.(f)" ([:-/2) +jf
o
!

(2.22)

(2.23)

If there: is no stabilization present then the antenna pointing error angle is simply equal

w me ship's pitCh angle.

Once these parameters are known. then from Figure 2-6 and simple uigonomeuy the

antenna coordinates are given by (2.24) and (2.25).

The 9. tenn is used in the gain angle term (gJ of (2.6) and (2,7), If a reflected signal

arrives al the antenna at an angle of .1) relalive to the horizontal then the gain angle
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will be -(;-6_

2.2 The Aerooautical Stochastic Model

Because of the lengthy execution time associated with the propagation model, it is not

a practical choice if a quick evaluation is needed of the effectS of multipadl

inlelferenc:e on a satellite-Io-snip communication link. In addition [(I the propagation

model Moreland deveklps a stochastic method of multipalh modelling for me

aeronautical situation. AJthough similar to the propagation model mere ue major

differences. The ocean surface is assumed to be a Gaussian random process rather

than a superposition of randomly phased sinusoids. This change leads to both benefits

and drawbacks. The medlodology associated with this approach is described in the

(oUowing sections.

2.2.1 Speadar Point Location

The major time consumer of the propagation model is the search process for locating

specular reflection points. This lengthy search and the ensuing blocking and

shadowing calculations take up a great deal of cpu lime on even fut machines (several

hours on a DEC AJpha workstation). Since interested parties lhal wish to evaluate

quickly a potential communication link may nOI have access to a high speed work
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station, il is desirable for a multipath model to run in an acceptable amount of time on

a personal compurcr.

As mentioned, the «:Un surface is assumed !O be a Gaussian Bndom process

superimposed on a curved eanh. With such an assumption. the underlying principle of

fmding the specular points I!:mains the same as in equation (2,3). To fmd contributing

scatter points on the ocean surface one must identify where the angle between that

point and the ~i ...u 8(x), equals die ray reflection angle ~x). 11Je diffClf:oa: is dlat

roUawing some manipulation and a Taylor series expansion. 9(1) caR be written in the

following form.

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

Instead of the local wave profile z(x) being the superposition of sinusoids as it was in

the propagation model, it is now a Gaussian random process. For the aeronautical

situation in (lJ the aircraft altitude is large in comparison to the local wavchcight at

the salter poinl Because of this the sine tmD in (2.26) will be nepgible. This leads

!O a funher simplification of (2.26).
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(2.29)

This simpJi6cation cannot be made in the maritime case where the antenna will be

located much closer co !he ocean surface and the local waveheight must be laken into

account. This will be discussed in greater detail in the nell:l chapter. However,

applying (229) to (2.3) for a high altitude aircraft one will obtain (2..30).

(230)

From this it is seen thai the objective is to flnd where the the derivative of the local

surface profile with respect to horizonw position x. represented by a Gaussian random

process z(x). crossc:s the deterministic curve m(x) IS given in (2.31) and (2.32),

z'(x)"'m(x) (2.31)

(2.32)

In [11. by calculating thaI the slope of the process m(x) is extremely small (in the

order of 10"') it is determined thai melt) is constant in the immediate vicinity of a

specific point Jt. Again because of the lower antenna heights associated with a ship

mounted antenna. this assumption is nOI valid for lhe marine environment By making

it for the aeronautical case. it is found that the density function of CUIVe crossings can

be found by using standard methods of fmding curve crossings of a flXCd level by a

stationary random process. as given in 14) and 15J. For this situation the densily is

given by (2.33), where: a" and a.- llfe RMS surface slope and RMS surface second
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derivative respectively.

(2.33)

Since the: previous assumptions C2nnol be made for the maritime cue. I moo:: general

solution to the crossing of a function met) by • Gaussian process E(t) must be used.

The following fonn of this general solution is from Chapter 13 of (4).

H('! (c) I =2.(1) (el) +'1 (el (2. ('1 (t» -1) (2.35)

01 (tl cVAR Ie (tl} (2.36)

'I (c)- mil c) -1 I chi. (tlm(t) /0 (t) (2.39)
y(C)~

• (t) .---!"'e .:f (2.40)
.ffi

This solution is applied 10 the maritime multipalh scenario in Chapter 3.
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h is desirable at this point [() make a change of variables such mar. me specular point

density A.(x), will be a function of ~f1ection angle ~, rather than horizontal position It.

If this change is made then the resulting power density thai is obtained in Section

2.2.4 is also a function of~. If the power density curve is a function of reflection

angle then methods such as lhose found in [14J and [15] can be U5Cd f« producing

power-spectral densities of the received multipath signal. The methods in [l4J and

(IS) c:onsisl of pcrfonning a change of variables between die angle of arrival of a

multipath signal and the associated doppler frequency shift. If the power density is

ploned against the frc:quency shift. a reasonable estimate of the power specU'\l.JU is

obtained. The calculations needed for the variable change between II and ~ are

presented in

Chapter 3 where they are applied to the maritime case. At the moment we will

assume the exchange has been made and the tOW number of potential specular points

in rhcconDibuting region is given by (2.42).

,-
N," f 1 (PI d(PI,-

(2.42)

The angular limits of the integration bound Ihe ocean surface region from which the

contributing signal will arise. If the integration was performed over x instead of ~lt)

d:lcn the limits would be~ and Xx,u. corresponding to PM...x and~ respectively.

Generally this region will extend from a few melJ'e5 in fronl of !he ship to lbc horizon.

The above density solution does not take ineo account the effects of blocking and
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shadowing. The adjustments mal must be made for these ~ ~nted in the next

section.

u.z Bloddnc and ShadowiBc

In the propaption model, MOldand had a delCmlinistic ocean surface composed of the:

summation of a nwnber of sinusoids superimposed on a curved earth. In the

stochastic model. the local waveheight prome is considered to be a Gaussian random

process. Because of this it is not possible to check for blocking and sIw10wing at a

specular point in the same manner as was done (Of" the propagation model. Rather

than being able to conclude mat I specular point contributes if it is visible to the

receiver. and thai it does 0.01 conttibute if it is not visible as in the propagation model.

the method used in the stochastic approach is onc of calculating a clearance

probability which is used as a weighting factor in the scatter point density function

calculation. This weighting factOr is a function of the scaner point's local ~t1ection

angle iii for blocking and its local ekvation angle E. for shadowing. These local

angles are calculated by incorporating me effect of earth curvature on these angles at

the scatter poim as in (2.43) and (2.44).

P1(X) "P(x) _tan-l(~)
a.

(2.43)
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(2.44)

This is illustrated in Figure 2-7.

It is necessary to mention he~ thJ..t the integration from which the !lumber of 'PCCU1ar

points is obtained. and lalU from which the scatter power will be obtained. is carried

out with respect to the reflection angle 13. However, we still need to know the value

of the x-coordinate at the specular poinL Knowing that Pis a function of x. !klt) can

be inverted to get the x-coordinate as given in (2.45).
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(2.45)

Similarly. if the local reflection angle is known then the It-coordina~ can be

approximated by (2.46).

Using these relations and Figure 2-8. which shows the geometty for the bloclcing

~., to Mtnu

c&lculauon. a clearance probability can be found. For the blocking situation, this is

the probability that tile ray to the receiver clears the ocean swface along a length Xt.

IOwuds the antenna. At diStance xt. away from me scatter point" it can be assumed

that the reflected ray is no longer at risk of being blocked by the ocean surface. This
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distanee is a function of the reflection angle and is examined m~ in Chapter 3.

The x-<:oordinale of the scatter pain! is given by X. and Z. (alternately z(x.» is the

local wavcheight 31 that x-coordinale. In order to compUiC this probability, a mp size

enough so that adjacent surface height samples can be assumed to be uocom::lated and

therefore indepcndenL With these asswnptions, the clearance probability GVer the

interval will be the prodUCI of the clearance probabilities at each sample as given in

(2.48).

In (2.48) N1 is the number of independent samples over the interval Xt.. and 0. is the

RMS waveheighL The <}function is given ifl.(2.4?) or (2.50),

o(x)- ~[e -"'1'" de

erfc(x) :l-erE(x)

erf(xl:...£.. je·~ de:
r..

(249)

(2.50)

(2.51)

(2.52)
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Using the same interval length "t. as in the propagation model, where Itt,.::2.SI\. and

w~ A is the average sea wavelength. and assuming that (2.S4) sufficient to ensure

independence of samples (where 't is a Gaussian bandwidth factOr" of 1.344

corresponding to a noise equivalent bandwidth of the composition of sinusoids surface

model of Section 2.1.1 [IJ). then after some manipulation and renaming the result w,

for blocking w~igluing factor instead of the cleannce probability p.. (2.53) is obtained.

dx-~~ (2.54)
4~.L"'n

Using the same principles for the case of shadowing but considering a di$tance :It.

from the specular poinllOwards the nnsmitter, one obtains me shodowillg w~ighMg

factor Ws. given by (2.55),

ll1e behaviour of these weighting factors will be investigated further in the next

chapter where they are applied to the maritime case. For the time being it will be

mentioned that if (2.42) gives the total number of SCatter pointS thaI satisfy (2.3), then

the numbel" of these poinlS thai actually contribute to the multipath signal will be

given by (2.56), which incorporates the bloclcing and shadowing weighting factors.
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(2.56)

Although the following method for incorporating ancnuarion caused by divergence of

lhe ref1ccted signal was done only for the aeronautical case in Ill. it is worthy of

description as we use it as a basis for the maritime situation. Like the aeronautical

propagation model in (ll.lhere is assumed to be no diff~ between scattering from

a convex and concave scattering surface area except for the Idditiooal 90° phase shift

associated with a concave facet. Ignoring the additional concave facet phase shift., the

divergence from any scattering point is given by (2.57).

0- 1
1" 2d

rcain.

(2-57)

The radius of curvature at the scattering point is given by r~ fhe local grazing angle is

given by a, and d is the disW1CC between the scattering point and the anteMa as given

by (2.58) to (2.60).

CI (x) .. £+"2(xl (2.58)



d(x) .. Si~t:x)

These values are ponrayed in Figure 2-9.


Alure2-9; Paramelmifor Di¥a"1=CaJaJJalioo.

J8

(2.59)

(2.60)

The purpose of the stochastic model is to obtain I vaJue for the aven.ge power of the

signal scattered from the ocean surface. 1be weighting faclor used in the power

calculation to incorporate the attenuation resulting from divergence is the sqwue of

(2.57). By combining (2.57) with (2.58) 10 {2.60) we obtain the following more

explicit form of the divergence weighting facior.
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(2.61)

For- the aeronautical case the aircraft height will be SO large that the reno in the sq~

brackets in (2.61) can be ignored. This is not the case for the maritime situation.

An important difference between the propagation model and the stochastic model is

the cakula.tion of the f< lenn in (2.61). The radius of curvature, given by (2.62), is

now a function of a random variable:. This random variable is the local waveheighl

second derivative 1," at a particular scattering poinL

(2.62)

Using (25)., l.,'(x} can be wriuen IS in (2.63).

(2.63)

Substituting (2.63) inlO (2.61) and assuming thac die tenn confIned in the squan:

brackets of (2.61) is negligible. we obtain (2.64).
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(2.64)

whca:

§,,<zf) - Iz1:1 (2..66)

Because of the assumptions made for the D"(x) rerm. these results will nOt hold for the

maritime case. The approll:imare radius of curvature tenn in (2.66) will not be valid

since it will have [0 be split into approximations for convex and concave sca~ring

elements. However, with these being valid for the aeronautical case. in order to get a

weighting factor for the scatter power calculation a mean radius of curvatlR. Mac<zJ.

at a specular point is needed. This can be calculated by (2.61).

(2.67)

In (2.67) f•..(z,"Iz=zJ is the conditional density function of the second derivative of

the surface (I J givcn by (2.68). This assumes that the surface and its second

derivative are com:laled by the relation of (2.69). Derivations of these a:lations are

contained in Appendu A of III.
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(2.68)

a..='/l-r:o._

(2.69)

Once Mac is Icnown, it is used as a weighting factor 10 account for the attenuation of

the scattered signal caused by divergence. This weighting factor, like the blocking and

shadowing weightS, is used in the avenge scatter power calculation wltich is described

in the neu sc:ction.

1.1.4 Averaif' Scatter Powu CakufaCioD

Blocking, shadowing, and the approximate radius of curvuwe at a particular scatter

point can be combined into a one term, R(~.EJ, which is used to produce an effutive

radius of curvature at that poinL This is given by (2.70).

The expected value of this 11 any scatter point (Xt.l,) is given by (2.7\).
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The term f.(zJ is the u:ro-mean Gaussian density given by (2.72).

.'
E(zJ-_'_e-Z;:

• .;'Fao.

(2..71)

(2.72)

Combining the above results with the specular point density of (2.42), a power density

which is • function of reflection angle P. can be dermed by (2.13).

The a(P) term in (2.73) lakes inlo account the polarization dependence on the scattered

signal. It includes the complex surface reflection coefficient as well as the antenna

gain and polarization. The exacl composition of this term is given in

Chapter 3.

By integrating the power density function over the contributing swface region the total

average power is found. This is given by (2.74),

(2.74)
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The power density function of (2.73) is also useful in determining an approximation

foe the Doppler specD'UJD characteristics which can be used for predicting fade

durations and deplhs. Moreland finds dtat by applying some principles outlined in

(14] and (l5J. and the appropriate change in variables from reflection angle to

frequency shift, the power spectral-density or Doppler spectrum can be approximated

by the average of several power density curves over a number of time instants. This

method and how it may be applied to the maritime case is discussed in greater detail

in the ocxt chaplCl".

1.2.5 Updatin& with Time

For the aeronautical situation the process of updating the value of the scattered power

at a new time instant is quite: simple. Since there is no contact between the ocean and

the a:ircnft, only the velocity and direction of the aircr2ft need to be considered when

calculating new antenna coordinates. From (2.26) 10 (2.29) it is socn th&r: since me

aircraft is so much higher lhan the ocean surface height. the reflection angle changes

very slowly with time and the sea surface can be assumed to be stationary. TI-.is

simplifies lhe solution to the curve crossing problem as secn in (2.33). However, for

the maritime case. the calculation of the anlCnna coordinates is more complicated.

'The ocean movement has an effect on the ship's motion so the coupling between tilt

ship and the ocean musl be considemi when c1etennining new antenna coordinale5. It
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is suggesled in (II thaI a method similar to the one used in the maritime propagation

model can be used [0 calculare approximate antenna locations for a maritime soochastic

model. This suggestion is investigated in the ne;ll;t chapter.

2.3 Other Attempts at Maritime Multipath Modelliag

Although most of me foundation we use for modelling the maritime muJripath

phenomenon is taken from [I]. there are several other methodologies thai an: worthy

of mentioning.

No arternpt: at multipath signal modelling or any investigation of the proce.ss of

dcctromagnetic waves scattering from rough surfaces is complete without mentioning

lhe work of Beclcmann and Spizzichino (31. who give a detailed formulation of the

sca.lar Kitchhoff approximation of the field~ by a rough surface. lbe

Kirchhoff approach is based on the assumption that the curvanue of the scattering

surface is much greater than the wavelength of the signal and that then:: an: no sharp

edges present on the surface. With such a simarian the flCld scattered from any point

on the rough surface can be approximated by the field that woll1d be scattered by a

tangent plane at that poinL If there are sharp edges on the surface, some: other form

of ~icting rough surface scatter must be used. This may involve the different fonus

of Rician or Rayleigh methods described in Chapter 6 of (3]. For the maritime L-
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Band satellite-to-ship sinaation. the KiJehhoff melhod i5 generally appropriate, except

(or perhaps an eXlI'emely rough sea.

The Kizchhoff solution given in [3J is based on the solution to the Helmholtz surface

integral. A scattered field strength ~ received at a point P, located at a distance R'

from a scattering point on a rough surface given by (x.)',z(x,Y». arising from an

incident field strength E (note all values are scalars) is given by (2.7S).

(2.75)

In (2.75) n is the nonnallO the tangent plane at the scaaering point. It should be

noted that the simplest solutions to the Helmholtz inlegraJ do not lake into account the

effeclS of earth curvature. possible time variations of the rough surface. or fmite

conductivity of the mediwn of which the surface is composed. All of these need to be

included if the swface and receiver are in motion and if the surface is a conductive

ocean. Incorporating these effeclS adds 10 the complexity of the Helmholtz solution.

Another attempt that was made to specifically characterize the maritime multipath

phenomenon was by Tseng 16). His goal was to develop a channel transfer function

Hef). dial could be used [0 predKt me propelties of me received signal in a satellite-lo-
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ship link in the presence of multipath scanering from lhe sea surface. Having such a

transfer function and knowing the transmitted signal v,(e), the received signal.

composed of the direct path signal from the satellite as well as both specular and

diffuse scattered components, could be found by (2.76).

(2.76)

To develop the IranSfer function H(O. Tseng bases almost aU of his work. on the

theory of (31. Some inadequacies in [6] may be caused by the assumption thai Doth

the position of the ship and the shape of the ocean surface change very slowly and

therefore H(!) is considered time-invariant This assumption may cause inaccuracies

in developing comet power-spectra.l densities..

Other attempts. such as me works of Karasawa and Shoibwa l8-toJ. develop what

seem [Q be quick and easy methods for predicting signal rade depth and duration.

Often in the attempt to simplify the concepts involved in these approaches. ceru:in

assumptions are made, such as considering the ocean surface to be sinusoidal which

may lead to error. Even with these simplifications. the fading depths and durations

calculated in [8-IOJ agree well with available measurements. although the sinusoidal

model docs limit the variety of surface conditions that can be simu.laled.
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Sobieski ~t al [1} ~nl another melhod of modeUing maritime multipath.

EX~M>ns fer a carrier-to-specular (OS) power ratio and • carricr*l(»multipath

(diffuse:) (CIM) power ratio are developed by considering the ocean to be • Statistically

rough surface simulated by what is called a Wallace·roba-Cox SpeclI'W'n (SWI'C)

which takes intO account the effectS of wind speed as weU as sea swe. 1be results

obtained are com~ to the measurementS in [131. as were the results of {tJ. and

appear to be quite similar.

The above are only theoretical attempts at multipath modelling. The liten.nue also

contains attempts of characterizing maritime multipath by measuremenL Among these

are tile .c:sults of Fang. 7.0.::"6' and Calvit (II) in which a MARISAT maritime L-Band

satellite signal is measured with a tenninal aboard a vessel thll Inlvels &om Norfolk,

VA, 10 Texas City, TX. This corresponded to an elevation angle range between

approximately IS" and cr. As with any measurements. the results are very specific to

the environment in which the measurement were taken. The warm ~peratwes in the

area when:: these mea.suremcnts where raken would not produce the same ocean

reflectivity as would the cookr waters off the coast of Newfoundland. It is also

difficult to extract the effect of certain parnmelCrs such as anu:nna height or ship

motion from such experimental resuhs.

Another attempt at chanclCrizing L-Band communication signals at lower elevation
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angles was done by Hicks [12). This meas~mcnt exercise involved using a fairly

directive tnlcking antenna to receive the pilot carrier signal from the INMARSAT

MARISAT F4 satellile. This was done with a terminal on board the Canadian Coast

Guard Ship (CCaS) Sir John. FrtulkJjl1 as it sailed from Sl John's, NF, to Thule,

Gr=nIand. With this route, the elevation angle varied from around 3.5° to .so. With

the antenna used, the effects of the multipath scatter are DOt IS predominant as would

be seen if a fairly low gain almOSt omni-dircctiooal antenna was used. as is the case

for most low COSt Standard-C type receivers.

1lte above attempts of investigating maritime L-Band multipath are infonnative.

Some aspects of lhese efforts are included in or compared to the model we develop.

Although there is a great amount of infonuation on how to simulate maritime

multipath in the lilefanue. it was decided thai because of the amount of detlil

presented by Moreland and the possibility of developing a maritime stochastic

multipath model, (I J would be an adequate foundation for the cum:nt investigation.



Chapter 3

The Stochastic Maritime Multipalh Model

The memod utilized here to model the ocean scaner mullipadl phenomenon in a

maritime satellite-Ie-ship corrununication system is based on an extension of lhe

technique used for the sateLlite-to-aircraft mullipath scenario presented in (I]. This

approach is based on the process of using the solution to a random ClU'iC crossing

problem to fmd points on the ocean surface that will reflect an incident satellite signal

towards a receiving antenna mounted on a moving vessel.

1be approach in (I J requires some modifK:ation so thaI it may be applied 10 the

maritime situation. For an aircraft, the movcmenl of the ocean has no effect on the

movement of the receiving antenna, and because typical aircraft altitudes arc very

high, the change in ocean surface: height can usually be ignored in multipath power

calculations. This is not true for the maritime case. Since a ship-mounted antenna is

relatively close to the ocean surface. the effects of the changing surface waveheight at
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a specular point must be consi~d_ 1lIe movement of the oc:ean swface has a

significant effect on the location and orientation of a ship-mounted aDteML 1ltis adds

some difficulty to the modelling process. The multipath model we develop by making

the necessary adjusanents to the model constructed in £t] is presented in the remainder

of lhis chapter.

3.1 Location of Specular Reflection Points

The geometry of identifying specular points on the ocean surface remains the same as

shown in Figure 2·2. Specular pointS are located It pointS 00 the random ocean

swfaoc: where an incident ray from a satellite is reflected at an angle !kll). such that it

will intercept the gain panern of a ship mounted antenna. The surface z.(x) is

assumed to be composed of a Gaussian random process z(x), making up the local

waveheight. superimposed on a curved earth. This is given by (3.1). The random

process l(x) is assumed 10 have • zero-mean and an RMS deviation in surface beight

of 0,_ The degree of roughness of the surface is characu:riud by 0. as well as an

average sea wavelength parameter A(valucs for 0". and A are presented in Appendix A

for various sea states).

z.(x): z(x)-£
2'.

(3.1)
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From lhe geometry of Figure 2-2. specular pointS are Iocaled II the values of x thai

satisfy (3.2).

O(x)=li(x) (3.2)

It is worth mentioning al Uris point that. as in Chaprcr 2. the time dependence of all

paramelCf'S has been momentarily sup~. This is dooe purely for convenience and

it must be Iemembcn:d that all values are functions of time as well as position.

Since the solution of (3.2) involves the random process z(x). it is desirable to expand

and manipulate (3.2) into a form that will allow the use of the general solution to a

random curve crossing problem from (4) (this solution is presenled in the pn:vious

chapter). By doing this. the curve crossings will indicate the locations of specular

scatter points. The (onnulation of the curve crossing problem is described in the next

section and its solution is presented in Section 3.1.2.

3.1.1 FormuJation of the Random Curve Crossing Problem

In order 10 Connulate the appropriate random curve crossing problem. (3.2) must be

expanded. [n doing so. 8(x) can be txJRSStd as the following.
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h(X):>Z.... :a2
•

(3.3)

(3.4)

By expanding (3.3) through the use of the Taylor series appro:timation given by (3.S)

one will obtain (3.6).

where.

_canol (x) ..cos l (tanot (xl) h

O(x)-6.. (x)-cos2(6.. (xll Z<;l

"Do (x) -sin(28.. (x) I 2~(~1

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

In OJapter 2 it was seen that for the aeronautical case pleSented in [1] the aiJcnlft

altitude hex) is much larger lhan the local waveheighl z(x) at a specular poinl

Because of this the sine term in (3.6) can be considered to have little effect and 9(x)

can be approximated by a.(x). For the much lower antenna heights present in a

maritime situation, (3.6) must be used.
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Substituting (3.6) inlo (3.2) and incorporating the fact that !kx) is given by (3.8),

(3.8)

when:: 1, is given by (3.1). it can be shown lhat the location of specular points is given

by the solution of (3.9).

z'(xl .. tanl E-e~(X) + Sin4(~~;:Xl) )z(x) +{ (3.9)

In order to solve for the specular point locations, (3.9) must be manipulaled so that the

general solution of I random curve crossing problem given in (4) can be utilized. This

requires mat (3.9) be lllT3J1gcd so rnat it can be seen that the location of specular

points are given by '.he curve crossings of a function (i.e. curve) m(x) by a Gaussian

random process c(x). Through a Taylor series c"pansion of the tangent tenn in (3.9)

the roUowing approrimanon is realized.

By introducing the following notation.

c (xl-z'(x) -a(x) z(x) (3.11)
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a random curve crossing problem which can be solved by applying the genc:nJ

solution given in (4] is obtained.

3.1.1 Specular Poinl Location Solution

The disbibution of specular scatter points on the ocean surface is given by the

(3.12)

(3.13)

probability density function of the curve crossings of a detenninistic function m(x) by

a Gaussian random process e(x). Using the expressions for m(x) and e(l') that were

calculated in the previous section and by using the general solution to a random curve

crossing problem from (4] we obtain the probability density function of the location of

specular points l.(x). as given by (3.14).

In order 10 oblain expressions for the various parameters in (3.14), the foUowing

assumptions relating the correlation between the ocean sUlface height and its



derivatives as developed in [J I must be mentioned.

3.'
E (z"P}.o~"-f

'.

With die above conelation exprusions. the paramelen in (3.14) can be found.

.o~,.... 2 (x) o~

.o~.... (a 2 (x)"2 (a'(x)' '] o:,"(a'(xl) '(J~

II (xl. E Ie (xl e'(x) I
(J (x)y(xl

a(x)a'(xl(J~

*0lXiT1i)

15

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.11)

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)
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y(Xlo/1-.-2(X)
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(3.23)

a'(xl" bees (28.. (x») d8::XX) -sin(2B.. (x)' x

[_x_ ...
tan

( e-8.. (x» dB.. (x»)1 (3.24)
",.he,,) 2 dx

4h(x)coe2 ( E-8;{X»

1
m'(x)- 2" d!.. (x) ... ....!. (3.25)

cos
'

( s::::e;(X» dx a.

eft" (xi .. sin} (El.. (x)) (1- h (x) J (3.26)
dx hex) a.tan2 (B.. (x»

H(Il (xl) "'2+ (11 (x) ) -+-1) (x) (2. ('1 (x» ~U ().27)

tcx) ..--L e -~ (3.28)
,ffi

• (x) ",L.Ctldt (3.29)

With the expression for the densiry fuoction of specular point locations. thc ovenll

number of specular scatter points that will potentially contribute to the multipath signal

can be found by integrating A.(x) over the applicable ocun region. This is given by

(3.30)
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(3.30)

The contributing region of the ocean is bounded by the distances x-. and the horizon

h,.. which are in the direction away from the vessel towards the ttansmitter. If it is

assumed thai the peak surface height ~ can be approximated by 40, and the peak

surface slope z;. by 40'... then by using (3.3) and (3.8). as wcU as a.ssumiD8 that the

specular point at the minimum distance: must have the maximwn swface slope and the

antenna height is reduced by the maximum value of the sea swface height, It.., can be

found by the folJowing relationship.

(3.31)

The distance 10 lhe horizon, ~. can be found by calculating the diSWlOC between the

x-coordinale of the antenna and the x-cooniinalC of a point on the boriwn .t which

the tangent 10 the curvature of the el1th al dlat point intersoets with an antenna

position given by <x..,z.+Zp}. The maximum anlellna height of z.+z, is used to find the

muimum distance thaI needs to be considered. Any point beyond lhis disrance will

not be visible to the receiver. This distance is given by (3.32).
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The initial coordinaleS of the IntenDa arc assumed to be (O.zJ. where z., is the nominal

anlenna height above Ute waterline. With a IJ"&nSIDitter. or satellite elevation angle of

10" and sea state 4(ii) (o.=O.6Im. A=34.26m), the search ~gion extends from roughly

to metreS in front of the ship 10 16.6k:m. In order to avoid having to integrate over

such a large region, it is desirable at lhis point to make a change of variable from

horizontal distance I: lO reflection angle ~x). 1be relatiOO$tups between x. fS<x). aDd

their derivatives lUe given by the (aUDwing equations.

(3.33)

(3.34)

(3.3')

Using (3.33) to (3.35) and introducing the following tenn.

(3.36)

I new specular point location density function can be expressed in terms of scaner

point reflection angle I!. rather than horizontal position x. The total number of

pOienna.! scattering poinlS is now given by (3.38).
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,-
N," fllPldll,-

"
(3.37)

(3.38)

The values for Pw....x and~ are obtained by substituting (3.31) and (3.32) inlO (3.33).

This prodlKeS the following lirniu.

(3.39)

(3.40)

Once again. using sea state 4(ii) wilh an elevation angle of 100 as an example, the

integration for the scatter point location has changed from being carried out over a

distance range of approximately 16km to being evaluated over I reflection angle range

from about 0.150 10 58°. This change of variables is also useful if an analysis of the

power spcctJ"Wtl of the n:ceived multipath signal is desired. By nWring the ~ivcd

power densiry curve a function a reflection angle. methods similar to those presented

in (14J and (lS) can be used to obtain approximate power-spectral densities.

Figures 3·1. 3·2. and 3-3 show examples of the behaviour of the specuJar point

distribution for sea SLltes 2(i). 4(ii), and 7(i}. The applicable paramCteIt pertaining [0



these sca stateS are listed in Table 3-1 along with the number of specuiaT points

obtained An elevation angle of 50 and an antenna heighl of 20m was used for all

three siwations. The integration of (3.38) is penotmed numerically with a Simpson's

118 RJ,,1~ algorithm (16}. NOI all specular points will contribute to !he muitipath signal

due the bloclring and shadowing effects which are described in Section 3.3. These

effects are not included in Figures 3-1 to 3-3. From the figwes, i[ can be seen that the

majorily of speculaT scattering points will be located in the region where the reflection

angle is less that the elevation angle. nus regioa conesponds to !he area close to the

horizon. Because of the small reflection angles in this region, many of reflected

signals from the specular points will be blocked by the ocean surface, and therefore

nOI contribute to the scaaer power.

Table:J-I:Nwme:rcLPolalIial Specul3t PI:IiDls for Various SaSWe:l..

Se.t State
(1;:5')

ss2(i)

s.s4(ii)

ss7(i)

RMS
Waveheight

a,(m)

0.1675

0.61

1.98 (

A,"'l<
Wavelength

A(m)

12.2

34.26

87.33

Number of
Specular
Points

4171

1558

628
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3.2 Time Varying Antenna Location and Orientation

Before: describing the method incorpomcd for including bkx:king and shadowing

effects. it is necessary to explain the teChnique used 10 Ippr"OWnate the variation in

antenna location and orientation. The movement of the anlenna is caused by the

velocity of die vessel LS well as the interaction between the vessel and the moving

ocean surface. A method thai will produce random variations of antenna position and

orientation due to the coupling between the ocean and the ship is needed. Since the

surface profl.1e is assumed 10 be a zero-mear. Gaussian random process, the antenna

mOvement algorithm should maintain this assumption while calculating realistic

antenna locations that incorporate the varying roughness of the ocean. 1be technique
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developed uses some aspects of the vessel motion routine developed in [I) for the

maritime propagalion model.

The superpositiOfl of sinusoids ocean prome presented in the maritime multipath

propagation model of [IJ i3 based on the summation of several randomly pha.scd

siousoids. It is suggested that if 21 Of" more components are added then the resuhin&

swface heights can be considered to have a Gaussian distribution. Therefore. in order

to simulate a random Gaussian surface, the ocean profile is assumed to be composed

of 21 randomly phased sinusoidal components. given by (3.41).

z(x, t) -fiio$);: cos [1; (x-vI:) t+8j:]

At·~" Uo.~4u

u o• 1.O;26A .Au- ~~o .,-1.344

Vt·tI.~·tI.·l.02

(3.41)

The parameter u~ in (3.41) represents the spatial frequency of the ~ componenl wave.

Yt gives the approximate velocity of that component, "" is the wavelength of the kill

wave component (the ""'s are distributed around the average sea wavelength. A. for a

particular sea state). and e.: is a unifonnly distributed random phase component

associated with the ~ sinusoid. The reader is referred 10 [I) for the derivation of
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expressions for y, (I, and u..

By assuming lhis surface model in the vicinity of the vessel, the antenna position and

orienwion at any instant in time can be found in a straightforward manner. The

geometry of the siNatian remains the same as shown in Figure 2-6. Values of anteMa

height t". x-eoordinate x." and pointing error angle 9•• can be found by using the

vertical translation. pitching angle. and stabilization filters whose transfer functions are

given by (2.17) to (2.23). By exploiting the sinu.soidal nature of the swface. values

for waterline height z...(t). pitch angle 9,(t), and pointing error angle a.(t). can be

found by using the following upressions.

~"
z"J (tJ =-to~a At IH.. (f.t) Icos [2'1t["t+e",+ lH" (f",) )

~"

ep{C)"r~o B.IHp{ft ) Is in (2n:f",t+6t +lHp ([",) J

~"

e.,(tl :k*~O B.-Iep(lt) lIe,([..) Isin!2ll:ft t+9,,+

lHp([t)·lH.<[t l ]

(3.42)

(3.43)

(3.44)
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A.c Sin(-x;l
• .L

A,

B/c_l:3
C (~)2IL(£)COS(-X;) -2Sin(~) )

Again, v, is the velocity of the k" surface component and u is the ship's velocity

which is taken to be positive if it is moving with the ocean waves. and negative if it is

moving against. The length of the vessel is reprc..sented by L

By using the values for z.." 9,. and 9. from (3.42) to (3.44), the antenna coordinates

can be found by using the geomeuy of FIgWe 2-6 and simple aigonometric relations.

The distance between the cen~ of gravity of the ship X. (x,,;ut) and the antenna

mount is given by llo- If there is no stahilization present then the pointing error angle

will be equal to the pitch angle. Examples of how the antenna height and pointing



ern:w change with time for sea state: 4(Li). a vessel velocity of Smls in the opposilC

direction of the ocean waves. and a nominal anfC/lnl heighl of 20m. are presented in

Figures 3-4 and )-5.

!_•. :o

~----------;-----------;-----------I----------;---------.-.----------~

-. ·.l-------i.-----+...~,,-_,io!.-••->--i••.-----+.~---i,

····+l\----:+i ----------.-- --- -..---

Fi~ 3-5: V.-illion in AnttMa I"ointinI AnIle Error. l$4(iil. z..2Om, u=-Smfs.
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By incorponning this method of calculating antenna position and orientation, a rather

detenninistic coordinate location is merged with a statistical analysis of the multipath

scatter power in a somewhat ad-hoc manner. However. this does provide. reasonable

means of simulatin,g the change in antenna position and lherefore the rcccived scatteT

power. Other methods used CO incorporate the anlcnna motiou include that. wed in [7J.

in which It each instant in lime a signal-to-noisc ratio is calculated for • randomly

cbosen antenna pointing angle ctTOl' between :t;10". The method we adopt.seems to

agree more willi what one might intuitively expect for what is happening to the scatter

power as time varies, as it produces changes in _menna pointing errors and height that

are more indicative of the roughness of the sea and the motion of lhe vessel rather

than an arbiO'arily chosen rntge of pointing angle ClTOt'S.

3.3 Blocking and Shadowing

When dealing with Ute effectS of signal b!cx:k:ing and shadowing by the ocean surface

for the low antenna heights associated with tile maritime situation, one mUSt nOt only

consider the potential obstnlction of the multipath signal. hut also the possibility that

the direct path between the transmitter and receiver is blocked by the surface.

Although this may only happen with a combination of a very rough sea, a low antenna

height. and a low elevation angle. it is necessary 10 be able 10 deal with such a
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situation should it arise. If the direct signal is blocked by the sea swface, then it can

be safely assumed that there: will be no multipath component either. The blocking and

shadowing at the specular reflection points of the multipalh signal is considered fU'St.

3.3.1 Specular Point Blockioe: and ShadowiDl

N was done in the aeronautical model of (11. we adopt a method of calculating a

clearance probability II a specific reflection point The geometry associated with this

is similar to the aeronautical case and is presented in Figure 3-6.

Fipe3-6:CIeafVlCeProbabiUlyOcomc:lryforSignalBlo::ltar:e

It is desired 10 fmd the probability that the ray reflected from the specular point is oot

obstruCled along I lotallength Xl from the scattering point [Owards the receiver. Local
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rd1oction angles an: used for lhis calculation rather lhan the acwa1 reflection angles.

These: angles are shown in Figure 2-7 and are calculated by the foUowing equations.

(3.47)

(3.48)

Note that we have begun to use the actual antenna height z". rather than the nominal

height z., in our calculations. This is done w include antenna height variation effects

in the .scatter power calculations.

Using the geometry of Figure 3-6. the desired probability is given by (3.49).

The x coordinate of the scatter point is given by ~. the swface height at that point is

given by t, (or z(xJ), and ~ is a point in me inlervaJ ~-e:x.... It which a comparison

between the swfacc height and lhe height of the reflected ray is made.

The length of the interval XL is nOt fIXed. It is calculated as function of sea state and

local reflection angle IS given by (3.SO).
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(3."')

In (3.50), a maximum surface height is arbia-arily chosen to be 40". in order that a

reasonable search region is obtained. At reflection angles below IO.ltt. will be greater

than about 411. for most sea states and will reduce to a fraction of the average

wavelength for higher reflection angles. In order 10 ensure that • reasonable region

will be considered around a scatter" point, a rninimwn value for xt has been chosen 00

be 21\. By analogy with Section 2.2.2. the blocking weighting factor W8(~'z,) is

defined by (3.51).

In (3.5 I), erfc(x) is die complimentar}' error function (erfc(x) ::: I-erf(x», and ax is a

step size that is chosen to be large enough such that adjacent surface samples can be

considered to be independent and uncorrelated. From (IJ. this ~p size is given

by (3.52).

4X-.!~
4~J.O"n

Y"'1.J44

(3.52)

The number of sample points raken over lhc interval ~<X~ is given by N.. which is

detennined by evaluating ~/lu.
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For shadowing, lhe same process is implemented in the direction away from the

scanering point towards the II3.nsmitter but using the local elevation angle 1:,. insrea.d

0£l3l.

(3.53)

The shadowing weighting factor is given by (3.54) evaluaced over a region given

by (3.5:5).

XL.. :~l (J.5S)

Figures 3-7 to 3-9 show how lhe.se weighting factors vary for elevation anpes of 5.

10. and IS degrees with a sea state of ss4(ii) and an antenna height of 10m. From

Figure 3-7. it is intereSting to note that the blocking weighting faclOr seems to be

independent of elevation angle. This means that die actual scatter power is a function

of elevation angle. but the bloclring factor we apply to il is not and is onJy a function

of reflection angle.
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lbe effect of the blocking and shadowing weights is best appreciated by comparing

the number of potential specular points to the number that are aetualJy visible to the

receiver in the: contributing ocean region. Table )-2 shows the reduction in the

number of specular points from Table 3-1 after the weighting (aclOn ~ applied.

TabJe}.2:~oIl'tlcauiz1m1Caltributi1l&SpeI:u1IrPoiDtL

Sea State RMS Average Number of Nwnberof
(E=S') Waveheight Wavelength Potential Coolributing

a.(m) A(m) Specular PointS Specular Points

ss2(i) 0.1675 12.2 4171 210

ss4(ii) 0.61 34.26 !S58 76

ss7(i) 1.981 87.33 628 24

73
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A rou&h sea in combination wilh a low elevation anile may result in the possible loss

of the line of sight between the ship mounted receiver and the transmitting satellite. A

method 10 realize this simarian has been developed as pan of the model. Considering

the: gcomcay of Figure 3-10, the antenna height may drop significantly in I rough sea.

If this happens then the chance of me direct pam signal being blocked increa.ses.

'The antenna height at a particular rime instant is calcula~ using the method cbcribed

in Section 3.2. If this height falls below 2a. mclTeS (arbitrarily chosen) then the

possibility of the direct path signal being blocked may exist If the antenna does fall

below this value. the sea surl'ace heigtu z,(lt) and the ray between the antenna and the

satellite z.+xpnE (Xl is the distance from the front of !he ship to • sample point). must

be compared to see if the ocean swface is higher than the ray height in an applicable
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length of ocean in front of the vessel If so. chen the direct path is considered

blocked. This search region ltt.. is given by 0.56). II is divided into 50 evaluation

points where the ray heights and the heights of the surface are compaJed.

(3.56)

1be swface z,(x) at ll=x. is calculaled by the method of Section 3.2 or. more

specifically using (3.41). Once again. we are combining dererministic and statistical

analyses in a rather ad-hoc fashion. It was found that the situation where the direct

path signal is blocked only occurs in an cxtI'Cmely rough sea in combination with a

low antenna height and a low elevation angle. As an example of the nwnbe:r of

blockages thai may occur. Figure 3-11 depicts the height variation of an anrenna for

sea state ?(ti) (o.=2.82m. A=116.27m), an elevation angle of S°, and an antenna height

of 5 melreS. For lower sea states. it was found that direct path blockage is not of

significant concern even for very low elevation angles and lnlenna heights.

To properly account for direct path blockage. one should incorporate diffraction effects

if lhe ratio between ray height and me fIrSt Fresnel zone radius is sufficiently small

(less than 2 (22)). Since the din:et path~ only be blocked under the worst case

scenario (high sea state. low elevation angle. and low antenna heighl). such an analysis

was not included in the model.
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3.4 Attenuation Caused by Divergence

The attenuation caused by the divergence of the reflected signal is incorporated in a

similar manner to mat done for the aeronautical situation described in Section 2.2.3.

A divergence weighting factor is calculated by using D.y-(lptic theory. It was seen in

Section 2.1.3.1 that in [I) Moreland stresses that for a concave scattering facet, if the

receiving anteMa is located near the focal point of the facet. the reflected signal may

converge at the antenna and greatly increase the multipath power. Ray-optic

approximations are nOI capable of easily incorporating this phenomenon. To identify

such a situation wtille tlSing our specular point curve crossing solution would be vel')'

demanding if possible al aiL Since it was seen in [11. as well as in an ad-hoc
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propagation model developed by the author, that this situation may only occur aboUI

three or four times in a (WD minute simulation run (with a sample interval on 0.05

seconds this corresponds to less than 5 ~nces 001 of 2400 sample points). it was

decided that the lost accwacy by not using a m~ exact near flcld solution would be

acceptable. By using ray-optics the divergence factors are given by (3.57) and (3.58)

for a convex and a concave surface faceL

D 2 (x) • 1 Zll < 0 (convex facet)
l.~ (3.51)

r~ina:(xl

DZ (xl·~ -1 z" ) 0 (concave facec) (3.58)

r,.slnll(x)

The distance between the scattering point and the receiver is given by d(x). a(ll:) is me

local grazing angle. and r. is the surface radius of curvature around the scattering

point. z" is the surfacc second derivative at the scattering point. 1bese are shown in

Figure 3-12

Using the foUowing expressions.

d(x)· si~6Xlx) (3.59)
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a more explicit form of the convex divergence factor of (3..57) can be written.

78

(3.60)

Using the ray'"Optics approllimation for me radius of curvature of a surface as well as

the expression for the slope of the surface z,'(x}. we obtain the roUowing.

[1"Z~(X)~J1 (l ..tanl(~)l~
ct:- Izl'f Iz:'[

(3.62)



z~ (x) "'tan ( e-P
Z
(xl)
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(3.63)

The surface second derivative II the specular point is given by z," (or z,"(xJ). By

introducing the following renn.

(1 + tanl ( B-@(X»))~

q(a.l',x)'" 2h(X)2

and by substituting (3.62) inlO (3.61), we obtain an expression for the signal

attenuation caused by the divergence from a convex surface portion.

(3.64)

(3.65)

Similarly, the signal attenuation caused by the divergence from a concave surface

portion can be given by (3.66).

(3.66)

To simplify nOtation in future calculations. the following ICnns are introduced (0

represent the approltimate nldiu5 of curvature at a specular point
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(3.61)

(3.68)

The subscriptS ex and cv refer 10 convex and concave respectively. Since these radii

of curvature are functioll$ of the random variable ~". it is desirable 10 find • Irlof'dI1

radius of curvature. which we shaU refer to as Mac. that includes both convex and

concave surface facets. This is given by the following relationships.

.
M..,.{h. zL z.l·LA=c(z;. zf. z.) £<:J (Z:I) dz;'

The aenn r.1(Z'} in the above is a conditional density function for the second

(3.69)

(3.70)

(3.71)

derivative of the sea surface which includes a conslnlml rnat specular points be a

minimum distance apart. This is done 10 ensure that pam length differences and

reflected signal phases from adjacent specular points can be assumed to be

independent This density function is described in greater delJil in Appendix A.
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3.5 Average MuJtipath Power

In order to calculate the average power of the scattered signal. it is necessary 10 obtain

an expression for a power density as a function of reflection angle ~. similar to the

one calculated for the aeronautical model in (II given by (2.13). To develop this, we

first (annulate an expression that incorpol"llles the effectS of bloem&. slwWwing. and

divergence mto • single ICTD.

3.5.1 Blockina. Shadowing, and Divergeoce Attenuation

Since the weighting factors for blocking. shadowing. and divergence attenuation all

depend on the random ocean surface. it is desirable to combine them into one

expression mal can be used in !he average scatter power cakularion. This term is

defined as the rfft!ctivt! radius of C/41VQQ4re and is given by 0.72).

Knowing the mean radius of curvature expression from (3.69), the expected value of

(3.72) can now be wrincn as the following.
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The r.~zJ tmn in (3.73) is another conditional density function. Like r<I(~j. a more

detailed explanation of r.2(z,) is presented in Appendix A.

Up to this point. the polarization of the signal has DOt been considered. In order to

calculate accurately the scattered power, we intrOduce. ICl'm a(JJ) lhat incorporates the

polarization of the receiving antenna as weil as the complex reflection coeffIcients

applicable al a scattering point on the ocean surface.

g.--P-8••

(3.74)

(3.75)

(3.76)

(3.n)

The subscripts Ii, v. and RHC represent horizonlal. vertical. and right-hand.circular

polarization respectively. The complex refection coefficient of tl1e ocean surface at a

grazing angle of a. is given by na). Expressions for the reflection coefficients are
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given in Appendix B. E,. and 9. represent the mismau:h of the anrenna gain and

phase respectively. G(gJ is the gain function of the antenna where g. is the angle at

which the multipath signal arrives. Antenna gain patterns and mismatch considerations

are presented in Appendix E.

3.5.3 MuUipath Scatter Power CaIcul8doo

By combining the specular poin! density function A@) £rom (3.37), wilh the effective

radius of curvature weighting faclor R@..EJ from (3.73), and the polarization term

a(l!), the multipath power density function can be cltpressed by (3.78).

Examples of the multipath pov.oer distribution are presented in Figures 3-13 to 3-15 for

sea state 4(li) with an omnidirectional antenna at a nominal height of 10 metru and

elevation angles of 50 and ISO,
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The average scaner power is ealculated by integrating over the power density CtuVe5.

For simplicity it is assumed that the power of the incidenl signal as it arrives at a

specular scattering point is unity. The same applies for the direct path signal as it

arrives at the antenna. Path losses in the satellite-IO-receiver link as weU as the

satellite-Io-specular point path are not considered. Knowing this, the average

multipath scatter power can be written as the foUowing.

(3.79)

The angular integration limits an: given by (3.39) and (3.40). It should be mentioned

mit most of the above calculations have been evaluated nwnericaUy using code
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written in Borlalld Turbo C V3.0. [n doing so, eenain approximations had to be made

to pcrfonn appropriate integrations. Most of the integrations were done 115ing a

Simpso" 's J/8 Rule algorithm. Some of the necessary appro"imations for the

numerical implementation of the model as well as their justifications are presented in

Appendix C. A brief explanation of the code is given in Appendix D.

3.6 Signal Fade Calculations

Some of the most useful infonnation that can be obtained from a muhipath model are

the signal fade characteristics. These include approximations to signal rade durations

(Tg). fade occurrence interYals (TJ. and average fade deplh (Fnl. Fade duration. To.

can be described as me amount of time that the ra::eived signal falls below some

accepled level before it n:achc$ that level again. Fade occunucc: interval. Tl • refen to

the amount of time from when the signal intensity drops below some specified !evello

lhe point in time where it drops below this level again. Fade deplh. Fo• is the level

the signal intensity will drop below, and remain below for a time of To. for a given

percentage of the time. These are shown in Figure 3·16.



FiJ1n 3-16: Fade Duration (TrJ. Fade Oecurreo<:e lnlDVaJ ff,). &Dd Fide Dqnb Wo>.

The 0 dB line in the above figure is assumed to be the signal level of the direct path

signal. uncorrupted by muhipath imerference.

Fade duntions and fade intef\lW can often be exttae~ from the po'Ntt spectnl of a

multipath signal. A method to eonstruct approximate power spectnl of the scattered

signal is pleSented in the following section and how this can be used 10 gain fade

characteristics is explained in Section 3.6.2. Fade depth can be approximated by the

signal-to-multipath noise ratio. This is explained briefly in Section 3.6.3. For a morc

in depth discussion of detcnnining of fade characteristics, the reader is refemd to

Appendix F.
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3.6.1 Power- Spectra Detennioation

Several soWt:eS in the literature, such as [14]. [is], [17J. and [181. investigate the

relationship between the power spectra of multipath signals and the aniles of arrival of

the various componenlS of the scattered signal. "These sources conclude. that a

mlSODable approximalion to the power spocttUm can be constructed by exploiting the

rdationship between a doppler fn:qUCDC}' shift. caused by the motion of a scancn:r and

the ~iVCl'". and the angle of arrival (or reflection anpc). The basic concept is that

for each rencction angle region on the ocean swface. there is a Cc.mulxmding unique

frequency shift caused by the movement of the swface and me movement of the

receiver. Knowing this. the power spectra value at a particular frequency shift can be

approximau:d by lhc power densi[)' function evaluaced at the comsponding reflection

angle. lbe power spcclnl ,s.{f) will take the form of a series of ven:icallines

distributed around the canier frequency. If f. is the doppler shift associated with thc

reflection angle region around f!. then me appropriate power spccttum value is given

by (3.80).

(3.80)

In (3.80), S(~) is me power density function given by (3.78). For the maritime

multipath scenario. the appropriate dopp1c:r shift r... can be calculated by (3.81) [I).
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Ed • -f (cosJ-cosE) -~ (sinp+sinE) (J.8I)

v,. • u-DIR_/li. (3.82)

Z.(C)-z.(C-4Cl

4<
(3.83)

The velocity of the vessel is given by u. DIR is equallO +1 if the vessel is moving

with the ocean wavC$ and -I if it is moving against the waves. a:l1\. (a.-I.Ol) is an

approximation of the average ocean wave velocity, and v. is the vertical velocity of

the anlcnna caused by the rising and falling of the ocean swface. A. is the carrier

wavelength. which is about a.2m at [.,.Band The power spectrum obtained is an

average of several power spectr1l taken at several instances in time.

Figure )-17 presents examples of the power (or Doppler) spectra that can be obrained

using the method described above. The parameters used for lhi.s example wett ss4(li),

an omni antenna. an elevation angle of 100. and a vessel velocity of 7rn1s in the same

direction as the average ocean wave velocity, as well as 5m1s in me opposite direction

to the average ocean wave motion. The zero-frequency on the horizontal axis

corresponds co the carrier frequency of the satellite-to-ship signa.l. which is around

154GHz at L-Band.
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From the above figure, it is obvious that the power speCtnl obtained hu inaccuracies.

One would ellOpecl that the doppler shifts would be leu onc sided than what is

obraincd. For this case mere should be more positive dopplCT shifts than are present

and the resulting curve should be more beU-shaped. like those constructed as part of

the propagation model of [I). A possible explanation for this is that because we only

use the tnlerage ocean wave velocity in the doppler shift calculation of (3.81), lhe

relative velocity of (3.82) is always positive (for the situation of

Figure 3-17) excepl for reflection angle values that are less than the elevation angle.

To obtain a more aCCUJ"3.te Doppler spectrum. onc should incorporate the doppler shifts

from each individual wave component making up the ocean surface and nOI just the

average. With the ocean surface model used here. and our method of power speeD'll
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determination. lhc .uth~ was not able to correct this problem as part of lhe rcsean::h.

However. me power specb'Um oblaincd should give a close enough approximation

from which reasonable signal fade characteristics can be acquired. How these

panuneters m extracted from me power spectra is described in me raUawing section.

3.6.2 Obtaining Fade OccuI'T1!DCe Interval and Our.don from Power Spectra

The avcrage signal fade occurrence inlCTVaI t l (the average: over aU time of lhc: rade

occurrence interVals like the onc depicted in Figure 3-16) can be found by using lhc

power spccttwn of the multipalh signal (and hence the received signal). Thi.s is

achieved by utilizin& the theory presented in Section 14-4 of (23]. In order to use this

approach. it must be assumed thaI the changing amplitude of received signal has a

Gaussian distribution. It is often considered that the variation in received signal

intensity due U) maritime multipalh scaner Conus • R.ician disaiburion. but for the

pwpose of finding the average fade inlefVal in a relatively easy manner, il $hall be

assumed mat a Gaussian distribution provides a close enough approximation. This

should be the case given that the direct path signal is overwhelmed by the multipath

components. For even moderately rough sea conditions at low elevation angles. this is

usuallyttue.

When investigatil:g multipadl fading, one is oflen eonfronted willi IenninoJogy such as
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a p% avajiJJbjfjry or a (l()().p)% outagt. This means that there is some value Fo,.. for

which p% of !he Dme lbe received signal is above. If a sysrem was designed 10

handle a fade depth corresponding to Fn,.. then ODe would eJlpect that. on average. for

p'" of the time the signal would be detectable. Or allCmalively one can expect

outages to occur about (lOO-p)% of the time. Therefore it is bcncficialoo know

average fade depths. occumnce intervals. and rade durations so that one can design a

receiving system that will Cll$WC a p% signal availability. Alternatively ODC could

estimate the reliability of a given system by calculating the average outa&e duntion

and the cxpccrcd inrcrval between outageS.

Appendix F gives I detailed derivation of average fade OCCWTence intervals and

durations. Using tiP' for the average fade occurrence interval. t~ as the average

rade duration. and S(t) as the power (or doppler) spectrum of the multipath signal. we

can write the faUowing expressions.

jS(E) dE '!('(PJ

-.'--- .'
[f 2S([ldf

(3.84)

(3.85)



!;(P) is a;uaeted from the standard nannal disttibulion curve u dcsaibed in

Appenda F. Common vaJues of!; are presented in Table 3-3 for several availability

percentages.

p(~) <(p>
1.00 2.33

50.00 0.00

90.00 -1.28

99.00 -2.33

99.90 -).10

99.99 -3.49

3.6.3 Approximatinc Fade Depth

In the previous section, the variation in received signal level was assumed to be a

Gaussian distribution. This was done so that fade intervals and fade dwations could

be calculated in a relatively straitforward manner by using the theory of [23J. This

assumption is nOI entmly accurate. In (26J it is shown that the distribution of the

9J
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intensity of a signal arriving at a ~iver which is a swn of a diJect path as weU as

several scatter paths is Rician. In other sources that arc specific to the multipath

phenomenon as it relate! to marine: applications. such as (61 and [101. the received

signal intensity. and therefore the fade depth. is said to be a Ric~Nai4gami

distribution. This is describe in more detail in Appc:ndU F. However. it shall be

assumed bere that the received signal intensity is close enough to a nonna! distribution

so thai the Gaussian approximation may be maintained.

The avenge ~jved signal intensity is assumed to be unity or OdS. Since we arc

interested in the rade depth as it relates to the direct path power (i.e. the amoum the

signal increases or decreases due to multipalh interference), we can normalize the

rcc:cived signal wid! respect 10 the direct path which results in the 0dB average. This

makes the assumption thaI me multipath interference adds to the dimet path signal

constructively as often as it does deslJ'UCtively. Therefore, using the results of

Appendix F, the fade depth, F[)p" for any p% availability can be calculated using

(3.86) and (3.87) where 0. is the sandard deviation of the multipath signal normalized

wilh respect to the d~t path level, p. and PD represent the avenge power of the

multipath scatter signal and the average power of the direct path signal respectively,

and ~(p) is Iaken from Table 3-3. From these equations it can be seen that the fade

deplh is a function of the nonnalized variance of the multipath signal and beooe a

function of the signal-to-noise rn.tio. Once again, the reader is referred to Appendix F



where a more detailed discussion of fade characceristics is pleSented.

os

(3.86)

(3.87)



Chapter 4

Simulation Results

In the previous chapter we deYeioped a stochastic maritime multipath model In order

10 establish the validity of lhis model it needs to be compared to measurement results

as well as results from other models. In lhis chapter the results obtained with the

stochastic maritime multipath model are compared to both the: propagation model of

(I) as well as the measuremenl results of [121 and [l3J. We incorporate two 000

directional an~nnas that were used in (I) and [131. These are a conical spiral an!Cnna

rdem:d to by lhe mnemonic DFVLRC3. and a small backfire antenna called

DFVLRC5. From [121 we use a very directional adaptive arn.y antenna which we

label CCM0\A. An omnidirectional reference antenna is also implemented. Antenna

pancrns and characteristics are presented in Appendix E.

The fIrSt part of this chapter deals with proving the validity of the stochastic multipath

model by comparing the results obtained with those from other sources. The lasl part
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of the chap~r investigates the impact various parameters such as sea state. antenna

height and polarization, elevation angle. vessel velocity, and sea water versus sea ice

have on the multipath power.

4.1 Validation of the Maritime Stochastic MuJtipatb Model

The validation of the stochastic maritime multipath model shaD be iflvestigated by

comparing results obtained through incorporating the four antennas mentioned in the

previous SC7tion. These results are then compared to lhe results of other sources

including [11. (12l. and (13). which use these same antennas. The analysis of each

antenna is divided into two pans. The rUSt consists of a comparison of signal-to-noise

ratios., or fll'Sl order Statistics, and the second pan compares fade characteristics, or

second order statistics. Since there is not an abundance of fade characteristics for an

omni antenna in the 1i[tt1;~. this put of the analysis is omitted for the

omnidirectional antenna.

4.1.1 Omnidirecliooal Anlenna

In order to compare our model to the propagation model of (I). the vessel is assumed

[0 be 69rn long. the nominal lUllenna height is given 10 be 20m and a sea State of

ss4(ii) (O,:O.6Im. 1\=34.26m) is present. II is also assumed thai for me omni. small



baclcfire. and conical spiral an~nnas. the vessel is moving at approximately 5m1s

against the ocean waves. Unless olherwise stated. these: shall be the default

parameters for all simulations presented in lhis cbaplCl".

4.1.1.1 SNRs for the Omnl Antenna

Using the above vessel and sea surface parameters, the following table can be

consttueted.

E Polarization SNR(dB)
("l OMNI

Antenna Stochastic From II)
Model

horizontal 5.2A 2.3
venical IS.18 12.5
RHC 10.90 9.2

10 horizontal 2.80 -0.02
vertical 12.22 9.6
RHC 10.65 8.2-10.6

15 horizontal 1.81 0.2
vertical 8.98 6.7·7.8
RHC 11.62 8.6-10.0

20 horizontal L49 -0.6-0.1
vertical 6.87 4.8
RHC 13.19 11.8

98
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To gain I better undersWlding of how the signa.l-tO-noise ratios compare between the

stoChastic model and the model from (I}, a plot of elevation angle versus SNR for

right-hand-circular polarization is presenlCd in Figure 4-1. The dotted and dashed

lines in the figure represent maximum and minimum SNRs found over a two minute

simulation. Due 10 the slight variation in the 8NR for the omni 1n1Cnna. these dotted

and dashed Lines are DOt easily seen in Figun: 4-1 because aCme scale used for the

plot. The maximum and minimum SNRs are more disrinpishable for the more

directional antennas of the following sections. In me cases that two data points from

the results presented in [I] arc present in Figure 4-1 for a particular elevation angle.

these two points indicate a minimum and maximum SNR.

~2J-~·l·;"I··~'·}'J··l"[·i··j··I>J·2"'~..~>F~
•.1
i: ::::.~ -

••\----...........-.~,.:~,.-••"-.-i;..:.,.-,.-••trl:.-..-.\---1,

Filure4-l: Signal-lO-NoiseRatioulf'uncuonofEJevalionAJl&.lcforIheOnlliAnleDllL

RHCPolariutiOl1.
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From Figure 4-1 and Table 4-1. it can be socn lbat the resullS from our stochastic

model are slightly IUgher lhan!hose from [IJ. However, they ~ in close proximity

and both models produce lhe same trend of increasing SNR with increasing elevation.

It is also noticeable dial there is very little difference between average. minimum, and

maximum 8NR values. For an omnidirectional antenna with unity gain, there is

almost no change in the observed SNRs at different instanceS in time. Therefore, the

appearance of a constant SNR at a particular elevation angle over time is somewhat

justified.

4.1.l Conical Spiral Anal:noa

For the conical spinJ antenna, or DFVLRC3. we use the same vessel and sea

parameterS that were given for die: omni antenna in the previous sectiOIL 1be antenna

gain mismatch E. is assumed to be -3.OdB and die phase mismatch 9. is chosen 10 be

·28.6°. These values are consistent with OJ and they appear 10 produce rnsults in the

area of the values obtained wilh measuremenL The experimental results of [13] arc

presented in Table 4-3 for both the DFVLRC3 and DFVLRCS antennas. The values

in Table 4-3 are for right-hand-circular polarization.
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Tm!e 4-2: Sip'll>NoiK RmOi for lhe Conieal Spin! and Small 8D1ire~ from (Ill.
(····)iDdicaleIdestn)yeddila.

Elevation SNR (dB)
Angle (0)

DFYLRC3 DF¥LRCS

3.8104.0 8.6 to 9.1 7.9

7.1 to 7.9 8.6 7.9

9.8 to 10.3 9.7

16.3 to 16.8 10.0 10.3

18.8 to 19.3 10.2 12.2

22..2 to 22.4 14.4

25.9 to 26.9 10.7 lS.0

4.1.2.1 SNRs ror' the cornall Spiral Antenna

By perfonning a twO minute simulation, as was done for the omni antenna. and

fmding maximum, minimum. and average SNR values for a range of elevation angles,

Table 4-3 and Figure 4-2 can be constructed relating SNR to elevation angle.
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Telc 4-J: Sip.....NoiK Ratios for die eor.al SpinI AnleML

E Polarization SNR(dB)
('J DFVLRC3

Ante:r.na Stochastic From [II
Model

horizontal 6.17 4.3
vertical 16.43 15.3
RHC 9.42 9.2

10 horizontal 3.90 4.1

-'" 14.35 14.4
RHC 8.20 9.7

IS horizontal 3.04 2..
-'" 14.35 10.7
RHC 8.16 9.2

20 horizontal 2.89 26-3.0
vertical 8.99 9.1-9.3
RHC 8.61 9.8-10.3

From Figure 4·2. it can be seen that the stochastic model produces similar results to

those given in [1) as well as 1131. Since the DFVLRC3 antenna is slightly more

directive than the omni antenna, a noticeable maximum and minimwn SNR is obtained

at each elevation angle. For this sea State: (ss4(ii» there is a variation in SNR of

roughly ±O.5dB.
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FiIlJl"e 4-2: Signa.lo/O-Noise Ratio U I Funrnoa of E1entioD Angle f~ die Conical Spin! An~
RHCPolariwiOl1.

4.1.2.2 Fade Characteristics ror the Conical Spiral Antenna

Using the melhods described in Section 3.6, we can corn~ the fade depths and

durations for the conical spiral antenna using the stoChastic maritime multipath model

with those obtained with the propagation model of (11. This comparison is presented

in Table 4-4.
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Table 4-4; '"' FIde~ few dleCoaical Spiral Ammaa.

E Ship Velocity Average Fade Duration Approximate Fade Depth
(') (m1s) (99% availability) (sec.) (99% availability) (dB)

with waves (+)
Srochastic From [IJ Stochasticagainst waves (.) From [lJ

Modo! Model

5 -5.0 0.0578 0.0851 3.56 5.5

10 +7.0 0.5510 0.8370 4.45 6.5

IS -5.0 0.0473 D.07I3 4.49 5.5

20 +7.0 0.4510 0.4850 4.06 5.0

In the above table, it can be seen that the results obtained for both fade duration and

rade depth with the stochastic model are slightly smaller than those p~nted in (I).

It is not clear from [IJ how the rade characteristics were: calculart:d, therefote it is hard

[0 compare the theory behind the twO melhods to see why [he discrepancy exists.

Although the values differ between the (wo sources. the general trends .seem to be

maintained, as SNRs, fade depths. and fade durations seem to increase and decrease: in

the same manner.
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4.1.3 Small Backfire Antenna

Once again. through the use of the same ocean and ship panmetcn that were: used for

the previous twO antennas, we compare the results obtained with the stochastic model

for the DFVLRCS antenna to those from (I) and (13). The gain mismatch, Ea. of the

antenna is assumed to be -S.5dB and the phase mismalCh. 9•• is chosen to be 0" (I).

4.1.3.1 SNRs for the: Small Backftre Antellna

As was done for the previous antenna, a two minute simulation was performed It

several elevation angles for the DFVLRCS antenna. The results an:: presented in Table

4-5 and Figure 4-3.

ii" .

.. -..-- _.. ! .---_.. ---. ------_ .. ~

FiIUfl' 4-): SipW'~NoiIeRalio u • Functioa d E1evMion AnIle for lht Small BIdd"m:~
RHCI'Ubrizalioa..
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Table 4-S: SiJnaI-co-NaQc Raios (01" Small Ba:k1it'c: Amelllla.

E Polarization SNR(dB)
("j DFVLRCSAn_. SlOChulic From!l]

Model

horizontal 7.48 5.25
vertical 17.78 16.31
RHC 9.43 9.1

10 horizontal 5.98 3.8-6.2
vertical 17.16 14-16.3
RHC 8.52 8.4-10.8

" horizontal 6.01 '.1
vertical 14.66 13.5
RHC 8.97 10.4

20 horizontal '.83 6.3-6.7_a1 13.40 12.D-13.0
RHC 10.14 12.4-13.0

Like the DfVLRC3 antenna. it can be seen mat for the DFVLRC5 antenna the SNRs

obtained with the stochastic model are in fairly good agreement with both the results

from [IJ and the experimental results of (13). However, for both lhe DFVLRC3 and

the DFVLRC5 aMennas. the SNRs from the stochastic model and those from [IJ are

significantly higher than values from (13} ae very low elevation angles (below.5

degrees). From Figure 4-3. it can be seen that over the tWO minute simulation the
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SNR for the small backfire antenna fluctualed around the average value by aboul

~.4dB.

4.1..3.2 Fade Cbarac1I!ristk:s (or the SmaJJ Baddlre Antenna

Like the previous two anteMLS, a comparison between average signal fade duration

and fade depch can be made. This is presenred in Table 4-6.

Table 4-6: 99'10 Fade Characteristics for lbe Small Badaft A,fllenna.

E Ship Velocity Average Fade Duration Approximate Fade Depth
(') (mls) (99% availability) (sec.) (99'l> availability) (dB)

with waves (+)
Stochastic Stochasticagainst waves (-) From (I) From (I]

Mod<' Mod<'

-5.0 0.0616 0.0851 HI ,-'
'0 +7.0 0.6970 1.1100 4.21 8.0

" -5.0 0.0533 0.0790 3.85 7.3

20 +7.0 0.4940 0.4240 3.14 6.'

As was the case with the conical spiral antenna, the rade characteristics obtained for

the small backfire antenna are somewhallower than those found in {II. However, like

the conical spinal. the a-ends in the data due to changing elevation and velocities seems

10 be cOnsiStenL
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4.1.4 Adapdve Array Antenna

The conditions under which the experiments of [121 were conducted were much

different than the ones present in (131. From conversations with individuals at the

Canadian Centre for Marine Communications who were involved with this exercise. it

was discovered that during almost the entire time dala was recon1ed. the sea was

extremely smooth. In order to approximate this, • very low sea State is assumed. 1be

lowest.sea Stlte in Table A.l of Appendix A is ssl. Even with an RMS wlvebeighl of

only O.0762m and an average sea wavelength of6.1m. it was found thai results

obtained using ssl were not in very good agreement with those presented in [12).

Therefore. a simulation was perfonned with an RMS waveheight of O.Olm and an

avernge sea wavelength of about 2m. This seemed 10 provide values of SNR and fade

characteristics that were in close proll:im.ity to (12). The length of the ship is asswned

to be 70m and the height of the antenna was approximately 10m. Since the sea was

so calm. the velocity is asswned to be about 7rnJs in the same direction of the ocean

wives. The only infonnation about the CCMCAA amenna given in (12) is the

equation for me gain as given in Appendix E. It should be noted thai this fonnula is

given for elevation angle belWeen 50 and 350. The value il produces for amplifying

the multipath power arriving at very low or even negative angles (with respect to the

horizonral) may be questionable.
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4.1.4.1 SNRs tor tile Adaptive Ami,. ADtenaa

Using the sea and vessel parameters presen!Cd in the pR:vious section. a comparison

between the SNRs obtained wid! the stochastic model and lhose given in (121 can be

made. II was found that the beSt agrument to the measured values of !l2l was

oblained by assuming an anteMa gain mismatch of -S.SdB with a phase mismatch of

0°. Comparisons between the slOChastic model results and those from (12] ~

presented in Table 4-7 and Figure 4-4. All values are for right-hand-circular

polarization.

. _~----- ---------_. _ ~-.-- -..---

Figure 4-4: Signal-Io-Noise Ratio as • Funetio<l d Elcvlllion Angle for !he Adaptive Array AnlClllll..
RHCPolariuliOll
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Tablr 4-1: Sipal...,../Ibse RJiIio$ for 1be Adlpcive Arn.y Amema.

E SNR (dB) CCMCAA Antenna
(.)

Stochastic Stochastic From (12J From [IZ}
Model Eo- Model MiDimum .........,.... ..- '''''' """..... .....

6.93 9.37 6.79 9.10

7.81 10.60 7.58 9.42

8.89 12.03 8.76 9.94

10.12 13.61 9.78 10.61

9 11.52 15.36 10.94 11.46

10 13.05 17.25 12.18 12.79

11 14.66 19.23 13.72 14.17

12 16.40 21.34 14.48 15.21

13 18.18 23.50 15.32 16.62

"
20.03 25.74 16.47 17.18

IS 21.92 28.03 11.02 2211

From the above results. it can be concluded that me stochastic model provides realistic

values for signal-la-noise ratios for the adaptive array antenna used in the

measurement exercises of (Ill.
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4.1.4.2 Fade Cbar8ctertstic:s for the Adaptive Amy AakDJla

Using the methods of Section 3.6 along with lhe vessel and sea panlme!Cf5 lislCd in

Section 4.1.4. a comparison between signal fade depths and durations calculated with

the stochastic model and those given in [121 can be made. This is presented in Table

4-9 for various elevation angles.

E Ship Velocity Average Fade Duration Approximate Fade Depth
('J (mls) (99% availability) (sec.) (99% availability) (dB)

with waves (+)
Stochastic From (I) Stochastic From (121against waves (-)

Model Model

+7.0 0.892 Not Avail. '.84 6.90-9.25

+7.0 0.624 Not AvaiJ. 3.12 5.50-6.20

12 .7.0 0.337 Not Avail. 1.25 2.80-3.20

" • 7.0 0.233 NOI Avail. 0.615 1.40-2.05

In (12]. values for rade duntions arc nOI explicitly given. It is mentioned that rades

of ~several seconds" were experienced. The stochastic model was not able to simulate

lhese long fades. This could be due 10 the fact thaI during the data gathering exercise

of (12]. the sea was urremely caJtn. A perfectly calm sea would lead to only one

specular reflection point on me ocean surface where Ute reflection angle equalled the
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elevation. This would result in a Doppler spectrum very closely resembling a spike at

the carrier frequency. Because of this. it can be: seen from (3.84) and (J.SS) that. in

theory for a one-dimensional rough surface (which is what we have used for this

study), this could result in an constant fade of infinite duration. The stochastic model

developed in this thesis is not able to deal with such a calm sea. since a very calm sea

would have short wavelengths (shaler than the carrier signal) with small wavchcighu.

and this would violate Kirchoff rough surface scatter theory. However, siooe it can be

seen mal Ihe stochastic maritime mulripath model developed produces results that m

injoirly good agreement with the results obtained from (I]. (12). and {l3J. it docs DOl

seem unreasonable to assume that die stochastic model is valid and we can proceed to

the next section 4Ild investigate lhe effectS of various satellite-to-ship system

parameters on the multipath phenomenon.

4.2 Investigation of the Effects of Various Ocean and Receiver

Parameters

In this section, we explore the effects that various ocean and receiver parameters have

on the multipath phenomenon, and therefore the effect they have on the performance

on a receiving system in a satellite-co-ship communication link. The paramecers

investigated include elevation angle. antenna heighl. antenna polarization. vessel

velocity. sea SUIte. as well as sea Wirer versus sea ice. Each of these is examined
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separately in the following sections. Since we are more rnteres!Cd in the change in the

model output as we vary parameterS than we ~ in llCtUal vaJues. we shall incorporate

an omnidirectionaJ antenna throughout the following investigations. Unless otherwise

mentioned. the polarization throughout me ronowing sections is assumed to be righl-

hand-circular.

4.1.1 Etl'eets or AntemB Ragbt

In order to investigate the effccts of vuying the 1Dlel\D.J. height. the elevation angle is

kePi COOStalll al 10".• vessel velocity of 5m1s in the opposite dimction of the average

xean wave component velocity is used, sea state ss4(ii). and a signal availability of

99% (1% outage) is asswned. Using these parameters and by varying die antenna

height" the ronowing table can be constructed.

Tlble ....9:E1fectsol~Hei&bL

An<enn. SNR T_ F_
Height(m) (dB) (sec.) (dB)

10.76 0.0477 2.76,. 10.65 0.0467 2.82

15 10.63 O.OS19 2.86

2. 10.63 0.0532 2.88
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From Table 4-9, it can be seen thai varying the &ncenna height resultS in only small

changes in the model output. Changes of only. few fCnlhs of a dB are achieved from

moving the aDlenn. from a height of 20m down to Sm. This would lead one to

believe that the height of the antenna on a moving vessel is very insignificant in

attempting to combat the effeclS of muhipath interference. One could try positioning

the antenna as low as possible on the vessel. Even though this may decrease the

amount of multipath noise received. it would increase the risk: of loosing the direct

path signal d~ to blockage by the ship's hull.

4.2.2 Effect!! of Antenna Polarization

Although for most marine sarellite communication systems the signal is cirtularly

polarized. it is still interesting to observe the effects on multipath inrerl'erenc:e for

different polarizations. Table 4.10 presents results obtained for an omni antenna, sea

State ss4(ii), a nominal antenna height of 20m. and a vessel velocity of 5m1s against

me average ocean wave component motion.

From the Table 4-10. it can be seen that vcnical polarization discriminateS against

multipath interference more at low elevation angles than do either horizontal or righl-
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Table 4-10: Effects of Antmna Pollll'izaliOQ.

E

_01
V...... RHC

r)
'NR T_ F_ SNR T_ F_ 'NR T_ F_
(dB) (~) (dB) (dB) (~) (dB) (dB) (~) (dB)

S23 a.ron 10... 15.18 0_ ....7 10.92 O.llOO4 W

10 .81 0.0342 2O.OD 0_ 22$ 10.64 Om)2 2J8

l' 1.81 0.0309 ".. U. 0.02A6 J.84 "" 0.0484 2.47

20 1.49 0.D279 ,.,.. ...., 0.0235 '.91 13.18 0..... 1.95

hand~ar due 10 the small value of me surf.ce reflection coefficient for vertical

polarization at gnuing angles near the BrewslCf angle {I] (around 7° for sea water

and L-Band frequencies). Above an elevation of 10" it is clearly socn that circular

polarization is far superior over either horizontal or vertical. A 99% fade depth could

not be calculated for an elevation of IS" and 200 with horizontal polarization. With

such small SNRs. by inverting (3.86) it can be found that the best one can nope for is

that one will have a detectable signal between 94.. and 95% of the time for these twO

situations. The rest of the time. it disappears completely.

4.2.3 Meets of Sea State

As one might expect, the rougher the sea becomes.. the more diffusely the multipath

signal scatters. Because of this. it is less concenlrated. and therefore less likely to
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cause a great deal of inlelfcrence at the receiver. A rough sea will result in stlallow

rapid fades. The smoother the sea becomes. then the more concentrated the multipath

signal is. and one will experience much deeper and longer rades than for the rougher

sea. This is secn in Table 4-11. In this table. the vessel is assumed [() be moving at

5m1s against the ocean waves, and a constant ckvation of 10" is prcseOL

Tablee.-ll:Effeasr.lSeaSuu.

Sea Slate RMS Avcnage Sea SNR T_ F_
Wavchcight Wavelength

(m) (m) (dB) (sec.) (sec.)

ss2(i) 0.1675 11.20 8.75 0.0976 4.00

ss4{i) 0.5250 30.75 10.34 0.0582 3.02

ss6(i) 1.1430 57.25 12.20 0.0386 2.25

ss7(ii) 2.8200 116.27 14.68 0.0278 1.57

4.2.4 Elfeet!;; of Vessel Velodty

Using paramclCrs similar to the following sections, Table 4-12 gives the effects that

changing the velocity of a vessel have on the multipath phenomenon. A vessel

velocity in same direction as the velocity of the average ocean wave component is

indicated by a plus sign and a velocity in the opposite direction than that of the

avel1lge ocean wave component is indicated by a minus sign.
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Table 4-12: EI1ectSol Vcssel Velocity.

V_I SNR T_ F_
Velocity (dB) (sec.) (dB)

-10.0 10.64 0.0365 2.88

-5.0 10.63 0.0532 2.88

+5.0 10.64 0.0601 2.88

+10.0 10.64 0.0147 2.88

From this analysis. it can be inferred lhat changes in vessel velocity make very little

difference: in the multipalh power. The signiflC&llt aspect of vessel motioD is whether

or not it is moving with or against the ocean waves. The smaller the absolute value of

me relative velocity between the velocity of the vessel and that of the average ocean

wive component (in this case, the average ocean wave component velocity for ss4(ii)

is about 6mIs) the longer me rade durations. Th.is would suggest diat fade duration is

a somewhat even function of ~Iative veloci[)'.

4.1.5 Effects or Elevation Angle

In the presentation of polarization effects of Section 4.2.2, the ele....tion angle was

varied. It would be redundant to reproduce a table here describing the effects of

elevation angle. From Table 4.10. it can be seen mat. in general. for right-hand-
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circular polarization as elevation angle increases., so does the signal-lO-noise natia

therefore ~ing the rade depth as weU as the avenge fade duration. For venic:al

and horizontal polarization. me trend seems to be a dnstically decreasing SNR with

increasing elevation. This indicates that circular polarization is more robust and not as

sensitive to changes in ele....tion angle as either horizontal or venical polarization,

which makes it a suitable choice for maritime satellite communication systems.

4.2.6 Sea WatH Versus Sea Ice

During winter months in the north Atlantic ocean. icc is often commonplace. Because

of this. it is interesting to examine the differences in the f'C$ults obtained with a vessel

travelling in sea water and one travelling in sea icc:. To make the change bctw=n

water and ice one need only change the dielectric constant and conductivity in the

ocean surface: reflection coefficients which an; tistcd in Appendix B. It is suggested

that for ftnt year sea ice at L-Band the dielectric constant is about 3.48 and the

conductivity is approrimately 0.02 mho/m. Table 4-13 presents a comparison between

results obtained with a sea State of ss4(ii) and a ship velocity of S mls against the

average ocean wave component for both sea ice and sea water. It mUSt be mentioned

thai when dealing willi ice, one may encounter sharp edges and steep slopes on the

surface. This may cause a breakdown in the stochastic model as much of its

foundation is based on the Kirchhoff approltimation which is invalid in the presence of
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sharp edges. At the present time, a fro~n ocean swface is modeUed in the same

manner as a liquid surface with only a change in the renection coefficient. Because of

the simplistic nature of this modelling, lhe results obtained may be somewbat

inadequace but they should provide an idea of how the multipam process changes

between. frw.en and a liquid ocean surface. Clearly there shouJd be more eff.xt put

into modelling the countless Conus of sea ice, but due to time constraintS. this was not

accomplished with !his model.

T.tlle 4-1); Diffeoencu in MuJtipath~ from Sea W_m;1Scab.

E SNR (dB) TI)99'I.(sec.) F[)M, (dB)
(.)

Wau:r 1« Water J« Water 1«

10.92 7.69 0.0604 0.0511 2.7S 4.9.5

10 10.64 6.38 0.0532 0.0478 288 6.79

" 11.60 6.61 0.0464 0.0436 2.47 6.38

20 13.18 7.66 0.0406 0.0392 1.95 4.98

From the above table. it can be seen. that in general. sea ice will produce much deeper

fades but with shorter duration than sea water. Assuming that ice will be moving

slower than water, there will be a rather large relative veloci[)' between the ship and

the surface, which would account for the shorter rade durations.
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4.2.7 Effeets of Antenna Dirutivity

Since the stochastic model implements four antenna patterns with varying degrees of

directivity, it is interesting 10 investigate: how the multipath phenomenon effects the

received signal obtained using each of these antennas. Table 4-14 presents the signal

to-noise ratios and fade characteristics for the four diffe~nt antennas for sea State

ss4(ii), an elevation angle of tOo. a vessel velocity of 5mJs against the average ocean

wave. and using the gain and phase mismatch values given in Section 4.1.

Table 4-14: EffectS of Anreona Dittttiviry.

Antenna SNR T.... F....

Omni 10.63 0.053 2.88

DFVLRC3 8.19 0.052 4.46

DFVLRC5 8.50 0.057 4.20

CCMCAA 17.53 0.200 1.07

From the patterns presented in Appendix E. the conical spiral antenna (DFVLRC3)

and the small backflre antenna (DFVLRC5) have somewhat similar patterns and

therefore produce much the same results. The very directive array antenna

(CCMCAA) discriminates against the multipath interference considerably. Even

though the fade duration is significantly longer than it is for the other antennas., the
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fade depth is quite small. The values in Table 4-14 would lead one to believe that a

highly directive antenna, such as lhe CCMCAA anlenna, is very desirable. lbis may

not be the case. Besides the added cost that would be associated with a very

din:cti.onal antenna, there are also depointing effects introduced by such a narrow

beam. This may cause a gn:at deal of signal fluctuation in rough seas, especially on

small vessels. If the narrow beam of the antenna is steered away from the direct path

and points toward the ocean surface the multipath components may be amplified more

than the direct path signal. Even though the multipath effects may be lessened if the

main beam of the antenna pointed toward the transmitter. depointing effects may still

cause problems if a rough sea introduces a gtt:at deal of antenna motioD. One must be

prepared to make a a-ade otT between ~dueing multipath interference. cost. and

depointing effects when choosing a receiver. especially for small vessels whose motion

is effected by the ocean movement more than larger ones.

Figure 4-5 shows the variation of the signal·to-noise ratios for the four antennas over

time with an elevation angle of 10" and ss4(u). It is clearly seen that the narrow

beam array antenna experiences the most fluctuation over time. The vessel is assumed

to be 69m long for this simulation.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work

5.1 ConciusinDS

An intense investigation of multipath communication signals with applications to a

marine environment has been performed. To achieve this. a nwnerica1 stochastic

maritime multipath model was developed. This model has been proven to be a valid

and useful tool that can be used to study (he multipath interference effects in a

satellite-to-ship L-Band communication syStem. Although in its prcsem fom it is. on

the swface. a somewhat simple application which can be run on even the most modest

personal computers. it has been seen that it can be used to provide quick evaluations

of a ship mounted receiving system which is characterized by its antenna gain panern

as weU as its position on a ship which is travelling on an ocean swface of any given

degree of roughness (as long as it santies the Kirchoff critera).
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It was found that several factors influence the amount of signal fading that a receiving

system may experience due to multipam interference. Among thc:sc include the

elevation angle to the transmining satellite. the sea state. the polarization of the

propagating signa.J, the position of the receiving antenna aboard a vessel. the velocity

of that vessel. as well as the directivity of the antenna panern.

By performing several simulations which investigated how each of these parameters

effected me degree of multipath fading encountered, it was found that the most

influential variables included sea state. elevation angle, and signal polarization.

Unfortunately tbese factors are DOt comrollable and nothing can realistically be done

to lessen the effect mey have on the multipath phenomenon. It is. however.

interesting (0 examine how changes in these parameters effect the amount of multipath

fading a ship mounted receiving system encounters.

It was seen that as the elevation angle to the transmitter increased. the general trend

tended to be an increase in the signaHo-noise ratio and therefore a decrease in me

amplirudes of signal fades. This is an interesting observation, but the operator of a

vessel cannot choose the elevation angle between the vessel's receiver and the

transmitting satellite. It was also observed that as the sea state increased (ocean

became rougher) and the scattered signal become less coherent, the depth of signal

fades lessened. For a smooth sea surface along with a relatively low elevalion, signal
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of a dB for height differences of 15 metres. Although not a significant improvement.

it would lead one to believe that it would be worth the effort to place an antenna

aboard a vessel as low as possible without risl<ing the possibilit)' that the direct signal

pam is impeded by the supersuucture of the vessel at low elevation angles and in

rough sea conditions. As one would expect, it was seen that the more directive the

receiving antenna is. the better the performance of the receiver will be. Of course an

antenna with a narrow beam in the direction of the direct path signal will be more

costly than an omnidirectional one. and if no form of antenna stabilization is

implemented. one may risk depoinling effeclS on small vessels travelling in rough seas

as the main beam of the anlerma moves away from the direct pam due to the ocean

movement effects on the ship. This depointing effect could be lessened through lhe

use of a stabilizer. or through the use of an adaptive beam forming or mechanically

steered antenna which could adapt its gain characteristics by using the satellite beacon

signal to detennine in what direction its maximum gain should be pointing.

Fading could also be suppressed by implementing more than one antenna. each

mounted in different positions aboard the vessel. and using signal comparison

techniques to detemtine which antenna the receiver should take its signal from at any

instant in time. Ideally the receiver would choose the antenna which is obtaining a

signal with the least amount of multipath corruption. This is often referred to as

antenna site diversity. Although these methods may be effective, they do add cost to
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the receiving system which is in contrast to the idealogy of a low cost satellite

communication receiving system that is affordable to small scale vessel operators.

From the simulations pc:rformed as part of this thesis and the results they produced. it

may be concluded that the only realistically simple and low cost techniques that could

be implememed would be the determination of an optimal antenna position aboard the

vessel and developing an antenna pattern that consists of a compromise between being

directive enough such that it is resistant to the multipath signal componenlS coming

from me sea surface. and has a wide enough main lobe such that depointing effects

are DOt a problem in rough seas while allowing for adequate amplification of the

direct path signal fonn a wide range of elevation angles. Another alternative may be

the constn1ction of a low cost antenna stabilizer, such as the mobile antenna

stabilization platform mentioned in [34]. that would decrease the depointing effects if

a relatively directive antenna is implemented.

5.2 Recommendations for Future Work

Although a useful multipath model has been developed and some intriguing results

have been obtained. there is still a great deal of work that could be undertaken using

the accomplishments of this lhesis as a foundation. This includes improvements to lite

model as well as more in-depth investigations into the multipath phenomeoon.
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At the time being, the actual numerical model is. on the surface. quite basic. A

simple input scteeQ allows the: user ro input the desired ocean, vessel. and antenna

chanete.ristics. Ooe possibility of future work could include improvements to the

actual source code of the model to make it more efficient or to develop some form of

graphical user interface lhat allows easy parameter input and even perhaps

incorporating some graph.ical capabilities so that the user would not have to rely on

using other software packages to produce plots (most of the graphs presented in this

thesis have been constructed using Matlab). To incorporate equations for new

antenna paaerns. at the present time. would require changing the antenna gain

subroutines and recompiling the model code. A simple input mechanism for including

additional antenna patterns would be very useful. The: refUlC:ment of the user

friendliness of the model may be appropriate for a small undergraduate project for an

aspiring engineering or computer science student.

'The actual theory of the model could be improved upon as well. It was seen in

Chapler 3 that the power spectra produced were somewhat different than what one

might expect from an ocean scanered multipath signal. This was caused by the

assumptions used in the ocean surface modelling process. The model only considers

the velocity of the av~rag~ ocean wave component of a given sea state when

calculating the Doppler frequency shift from a particular reflection angle region. A

method that takes into account all of the velocities of the various surface componenlS
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making up the ocean wave profue when constructing the power spectrum would be

extremely beneficial and may result in the calculation of more precise fade

characteristics.

Improvements could be made to the model so that very low elevation angle scenarios

could be investigated. The model developed seems to be valid at elevation angles

above about 50. Improving the stochastic model or developing a new model for very

low and even grazing incidence: angles would be extremely beneficial.

The way in which the model accounts for direct path blockage could also be improved

upon. At the lime being, the model determines if the direct path signal is blocked by

the ocean surface and if so, it considers lhe signal to be 10s1 for mat insum in time.

To be more precise, diffraction effects should be caken into account which would

allow a more realistic representation of direct path signal obstruction by me ocean

surface lha.n is currently implemented.

An investigation of a much wider range of scenarios than that which has been done in

this thesis would also be warranted. It would be interesting to investigate several

different antenna patterns as well as the results these produce if placed on vessels of

various sizes and shapes. Incorporating actual ship superstructures and seeing what

kinds of effects this would have on a panicular receiving antenna in the presence of
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mUltipath may be interesting. This may be bener investigated through some form of

pbysical scale modelling than through numerical techniques. but it would be an

interesting lUldertaking nonetheless.

One fmal suggestion for future research is the expansion of the model so that it could

be used to evaJuale more than L-Band data transmission satellite-to-ship systems.

With the increase in offshore oil development off lhe coast of Canada. it may be

beneficial to acquire infonnatioD on oil pialfocm dynamics and investigate the effects

that multipath fading may have on communication signals that amennas mounted on

these structures receive.
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Appendix A

Sea Surface Parameters

The maritime multipath model we have developed makes use of various parameters

that characterize the ocean surface disbibution of a particular sea state. These

parameters include the RMS waveheight and average sea wavelength. The scatter

power determination incorporates various conditional density functions relating to the

disaibution of the ocean surface height. slope. and second derivative. These

distributions and parameters are presented in the following sections.

A.I Sea State Table

The parameters that are used to characterize a speciJic two dimensional sea surface

proftle are the RMS deviation in sUIface waveheight cr•• and average sea wavelength

A. Chapter S of (11) presents a table comparing sea state, as deftned by RMS

waveheight. to critical grazing angle of an incident radar signal (the angle below
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which specular reflection is wigniflCallt). 11tis comparison is given for various

incident signal wavelengths. Using this as a basis. and assuming that the carrier

frequency at L-Band is approximately O.2m. Moreland (1] develops a similar lable.

pan of which is presented here. The significant waveheigh[ ~ is assumed to be 40."

Table A-I: Sea State Paramel£rs

Sea State Significant RMS Average Sea
Index Waveheight Waveheight Wavelength

H, (m) t1.(m) A(m)

1 0.3048 0.0762 6.1

2(i) 0.67 0.1675 12.2

2(ii) 0.884 0.221 16.04

3 1.4 0.35 22.32

4(i) 2.1 0.525 30.75

4(ii) 2.44 0.61 34.26

5(i) 3.048 0.762 41.86

5(ll) 3.658 0.9145 48.n
6(1) 4.572 1.143 57.75

6(ii) 5.49 1.3725 65.82

7(i) 7.925 1.981 87.33

7(ii) 11.28 2.82 116.27
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g,...,..,....q(a,mx·b) = • (A.4)

Lp(d,w"z/~ml('zll=b) Ibl f ..H(bjz=a) db

(A.5)

(A.6)

(A.1)

(A.B)

(A.9)

(A. 10)

(A.Il)

(A. 12)
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(A.B)

.',
0,,"- ./3ri;

In the above equations. m.. represents the approximate slope of the surface at a

(A.13)

(A.IS)

specular scanering point. This is derived in Section 3.1.1. The Q(x) function in

(A.S) is equivalent to O.5erfc(xf..,fl) where erfc(x) is me complimentary error

function.

To calculate the expect value of the effective radius of curvature tenn E{R<.BI'&)}'

presemed in Section 3.5.1, a second conditional density function is used. This

function is given as fcl(z). For clarity, the following notation is introduced.

(A.16)

Using this representation it can be seen lhat fz(ajC,d",;J is the conditional density

function of the sea surface height evaluated at height a given the condition that the

minimum distance between specular points is met by satisfying (A.2). Using this and

the methods outlined in [1], (A.16) can be expanded as follows.
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Jp{d.J..nfz/=mx' zll:b) fbi f",,,Cblz:::al db

h~.I:,(a,m.) - -.. .. (A. IS)

{P<d.inIZI=mx, zll:b) fbi f.,,{bl db



Appendix B

Complex Surface Reflection Coefficients

The general Kirchhoff solution for the scanering of electromagnetic waves from rough

surfaces presented in (3J does not incorporate the finite conductiviry of the ~f1ecting

surface in the evaluation of the Helmholtz integral. Beckmann and Spizzichino (3],

indicate that by incorporating the refection coefficients into the Helmholtz integral, the

solution would become extremely difficult 1be Kirchhoff solution is based on

approtimating the scattered field strength reflected from a point on a rough surface by

the field strength that would be scattered from a tangent plane at that point Because

of this, if the surface is of fmite conductivity, me reflected field strength can be

approximated by the field strength that would be reflected from a perfecdy conducting

rough surface weighted by the smooth sUlface reflection coefficient evaluated at the

grazing angle of the reflection point.

The complex reflection coefficients (or often lenned FresnaJ reflection coefficients) for

a plane surface are derived by the finding the ratio of the reflected field to the
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incident field. If an elec.uom.agnetic wave is incident upon a conducting surface at a

grazing angle of "'. then the reflection coefficient r(",) can be written as the

following.

(B.I)

The subscripts r and i stand for reflected and incident respectively. r is not only a

function of grazing angle but of the permittivity and conductivity of the reflecting

medium. Knowing this and using H, v. and RUe to indicate horizontal. venical. and

right-hand-<:ircular polarization respectively. the reflection coefficients can be given

by the following expressions which are consistent wim many texts on elecuomagnetics

such. as [3J, 121J. or [24J.

r
R

<'4') • sin. - oF; -j601o-cos:i1/J (B.2)

sin.... Jr. -j6 OAO cos}.

rv<'IJ> • (e r -j601o) sin. - ,Jer-j60').O-cos2w (B.3)

(t r -j60lo) sin.... ,Jtr-j601o-cosZ-.

where
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E, is the relative di-electric constant of the surface.

q is the surface conductivity in mhofm.

~ is me carrier wavelength (O.2m at L-Band), and

'" is the surface grazing angle.

Appropriate values of (1 and E, for L-Band calculations over sea water are u=4mho/m

and £,=80 [1]. For frrst year sea ice lhese values change to u=0.02 mho/m and

£,=3.48.



Appendix C

Numerical Methods and Approximations

For the purpose of providing some sense: of validity it is necessary to give a brief

overview of some of the techniques used in the numerical modelling of the muItipath

process. In this appendix some of the methods of integration. as weU as

approximations that were made to simplify the computing requirements. are described.

C.l Nwnerical Integration

The stochastic maritime multipath model involves the evaluation of several

complicated imcgrals. In some cases, these integrals involve several nested integrals

and are so complex that the only way to solve them is through numerical methods.

The method chosen for this study was a Simpson's 3/8 Rule Algorithm (16).
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Examples of the complex inregrations involved in the muilipath model include the

integrals that provide values for the mean and effective radius of curvature tenns.

These integrals depend on conditional fonns of the Gaussian density function. Since

the integrands in these cases take a form similar to a Gaussian distribution. it can be

assumed that their values trail off to zero over a relatively shan length. In these

expressions, the integral is perfonned with respect to either the ocean surface height

Zo. its derivative Zo', or its second derivative II". In most cases, integration limilS

from ..fiat to 60t seemed to be sufficient, where a. is the RMS deviation in surface

waveheight. Likewise for integrals with respect to Zo' and I.". limits of -60., to 60."

and -60'". to 60.,. respectively seemed to provide an adequate range. Values of the

integrand evaluated outside of these limits were very small and not considered to

make a significant conlribution to the integral. Integration panel size was determined

by dividing the integration range into 32 equally spaced intervals. Decreasing the

interval length (or increasing the number of integration panels) beyond this did not

lead to a significant improvement. Increasing the number of panels too much leads to

the risk of round off errors. Therefore. using 32 intervals was deemed appropriate for

these integrals.

For the average seafier power calculation the power density function, Sift), is

integrated over a range of I3K1N to PIoWC. as shown in Section 3.1.2. From the power

density curves of Section 3.5.3 it is seen that the majority of the seanef power comes
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from the low reflection angle region. Therefore. me integration of the power density

curve is divided into [Wo portions. from JJMJ/>I (0 BMAXIIO and from l3w.uflO to (l1o!AX'

This allows the use of smaller integration panels in thc: low reflection angle region

and somewhat larger ones in the less semitive higher reflection angle region.

C.2 Determination of E{R(.8"E,)} Using Interpolation

Because of the number of nested integrations involved in calculating the expected

value of the effective radius of curvature term E{R(8I'F,J}. the execution time

required is quite long even on faster machines. The desired simulation time for the

current multipath model was to be relatively short. Therefore. an initialization run

was included into the model code. After ail parameters are put into the model. an

initialization routine is called which calculates several values of lhe E{R<Pj,E,)} term

and indexes them according to the slope at a specular point m(x) as given by (3.12),

These values will then be used as a staod.acdized curve of m(x) versus E{R<P..EJ}.

During the simulation. the value of E{R(8I.&>l at a panicular reflection angle with

corresponding surface slope m(x) is delCnnined through linear interpolation of the

standardized curve constrUc(Cd during the initialization run. This provided a

significant improvement in execution time with minimal loss of accuracy. Figures

C·l to e·g show the difference: between calculating scanered signal power with and
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Figure C-8: Error Between Calculations Wilb and Wilbout Interpolation. ss6(ii), E-15·. ~ .. 20m.

From me above figures it can be seen mat the difference between the received power

calculated with interpolation and that which is calculated without interpolation is in

the range of -30dB or less. This seems like a small enough error to justify the

interpolation process.

C.3 The Error Function

The error function and lhe complimentary error function. as given in the following

equations. occur quite frequently in the modelling process.



erf(x) '" 2..fe-t'dc
1",
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(C.I)

(C.2)

Rather lhan perfonning the necessary integration each time the error function is used.

an algorithm that approximates this function has been utilized. This algorithm is

similar to the one outlined in Chapter 40 of [19]. This proved to be an invaluable

addition to the model. Since the error function presenlS itself in many areas of

communication theory. the algorithm used is reproduced here in C code.



dcn&IHEItF\dooublell.doubIecl
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doIlblej,r,lbll;
lb... tilbs(lI):

if(lbx < O.l.l:c__ 0.0)
{

if(l >- 2.7 &: , •• l.O)
{

.... if (.b. > 1.51
{

C_C".blllll;
j" 3.0+noor(32.01.bll);
r-o.o;
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{
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j -j-l.O;

I
".I
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(_l.0;
wlli/c(j:> 0.01
{

(- I.O+P.·.·(O.j·jJ1li'"iO.5+j)):
j_j-1.0;

I
..!Urn!;
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Appendix D

Notes on the Computer Code

The muJtipath model has been implemented by using Borland TurboC V3.0 for DOS.

In writing the code, care was taken to ensure that it resembled ANSI C as much as

possible so that future investigators wislting to improve or build on the present model

using a platform other than DOS couk! do so. This particular programming language

and plalfonn was chosen for its ease and speed in program development and

debugging. Many of the programming fundamentals and techniques were taken from

(20). This appendix gives a brief explanation of the various routines that were

developed to model the multipath process. It is hoped that this explanation will

provide a framework. for any future researcher mat wishes to continue with the

investigation of the maritime multipath process. The code written does not provide a

method to perfonn in·dcpth analyses. In most cases it creates data files that can be

easily imponc:d into various graphical or mathematical analysis packages such as

Mariah. The code was broken down into the foUowing routines.
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MAIN: This routine allows the user to enter all applicable sea, antenna, and vessel

parameters. It also calls all olher routines that provide portions of the power density

curve. It calculates the signal-to-noise ratio at various time instants as well as

averages several power speclra of the multipath signal to obtain an estimate of fade

duration. It saves all values of signal power, antenna. height and orientation, and

direct signal power into disk files that can be analyzed lhrough various dala analysis

packages. The author used Matlab for most of the graphs presented in this document.

INITRUN<P. E, m(x»: This routine petforms an initialization run to calculate values

of the computationally demanding and time consuming E{R<.B"E.)} term used in me

power density calculation. It calculates lhese values over a wide range of specular

point surface slopes. At each update in time of the simulation run, the value of

E{R<PI'~)} is calculated by linear interpolation using the values obtained in me

initialization run. To calculate mese values INlTRUN calls the following routines.

BLOCSHAD@II E.. m(x»: This calculates me blocking and shadowing

weighting factors at a partiCUlar specular point characterized by slope m(x).

l\.fRC@ ,E ,m(x}): This calculates me mean radius of curvature tenn (MlI.c)

that is used in me divergence attenuation divergence weight.
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MOTION(x, t); Uses the superposition of randomly phased sinusoids method to

simulate a Gaussian sea surface in order to calculate the ship mounted antenna's

position (x...zJ and orientation (8g ) for a panicular time instant.

DBLOCK(x.,. z•• t, E): If the receiving antenna height falls below twice the RMS

surface waveheight, this routine checks to see if the direct path signal is blocked.

DELSPEC(8): Calculates the number of specular points )..,(13), in a particular

reflection angle region.

ATERMeR, polarization Rag, antenna Rag): This routine calculates the polarization

dependant tenn Ia({3) 12 • which lakes into account lhe antenna gain and polarization as

well as lhe surface reflection coefficients. II uses the following routines to achieve

this.

RCOEFFUI. E, polarization nag): calculales lhe value of reflection

coefficientS of the sea surface for lhe incident angle present at a particular

scattering point.

ANTENNA(p, 8.): Calculates the gain for me antenna chosen by the user. At

present the user has a choice of the four antennas described in Chapter 4.
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LININT(m(x»; Detennines an approximation for the effective radius of curva.lUre

term. using values obtained in the lNITRUN routine.

DIRECT(8•• E): Calculates the direct pam signal power using the anlenna orientation

and elevation angle. This makes use of lhe ANTENNA routine as well.

SIMPSONCr(values). number of integration panels, width of panels); Perfoons a

Simpson's 3/8 Rule numerical integration on a function by using values of the function

in an array. Similar to lhe algorilhm presented in Chapter 4 of (16].

ERF(x, nag): Calculates the value of either me error function erf(;~) (flag=O), or the

complimemary error function erfc(x) (flag=l). This uses an algorithm similar to the

one presented in Chapter 40 of [19].

FADE(SCO, p%); Computes average fade occurance intervals, fade durations, and

fade depths for a given p% availabiliry.



Appendix E

Antenna Patterns

1be multipath model provides a choice of four antenna panern.s. lbese are an

omnidirectional reference antenna. a conical spUai antenna lhal was implemented in

(13J and referred lO by the mnemonic DFVlRCJ. a small backfire antenna, also from

[131. referred to as DFVLRC5. and a 5-ring adaptive array antenna used in the

measurements conducted in [121 which we shall refer to as CCMCAA. The latter three

of these antennas are described in the foUowing sections.

E.l DFVLRC3 Antenna

The conical spiral antenna from [l3] was modeUed by use of the following equation.

G(O) ;0 ~~ {{sinz8+ CO;20 )z+ ( si~2e +cosZ8)Z) (E.I)

Figure £-1 shows the gain pattern achieved by using (E. 1) compared to the actual

pattern that is reproduce in (1). The maximum gain has been nonnalized to unity and
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9 is with respect to the vertical axis.

Figur~ E-I: DFYLRC3 An~lUIll Pattern. (-) from {E. I). (-) from gain plot in [11.

E.2 DFVLRCS Antenna

The small backfire antenna from [131 was modelled using the following equation.

G(e) =( Si
e
n8)1.7 (E.2)

Figure E.2 presenlS the gain panern obtained by using (E.2) compared to values taken

from the actual anterma pattern plOl presented in [I). The maximum gain is
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normalized to unity and 8 is with respect to the venical axis.

Figure E·2: DFVLR.CS Anlr;nna P&ttem. (.) from (£.2). (.) from gain pial in II).

E.3 CCMCAA Antenna

!be S·ring adaptive antenna array from [12J can be accurately modelled by lile

following equation.

G (6) "21.88 (lO·o.ooo5'U~·11."I·) (E.3)

It is pointed out in [12] that (E.3) is only accurate between elevations of 5° and 35°,

The validity of this equation for small negative angles of arrival of the multipath
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signal may be questionable wben it is incorporated into the current model. By using

(E.3) the following pattern is realized. Again. the maximum gain has been

normalized to unity and unlike the ftrS1 [Wo anrennas, 6 is with respect to the

horizontal.

Figure E-3: CCMCAA Antenna Pinem.

E.4 Polarization and Antenna Ellipticity

The antenna patterns given in this appendix assume perfect right-hand-eircular (RHC)

polarization. In order to incorporate the effccts of the surface reflection coefficients,

it is necessary [0 divide lbe antenna gain into horizontal (If) and venical M

polarization components. To do this. it is assumed that the horizontal and vertical

polarization are equal and add to give the RHC polarization as follows.
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(E.4)

(E.5)

~ is the horizontally polarized field incident upon the antenna and~ is the

venically polarized field. The ~~ term is called the polarization ratio of the

antenna. This takes into account the eUipticity of the antenna polarization. Most real

antennas are not perfectly circularly polarized, but rather elliptically polarized to some

degree. depending on the polarization ratio. In the model, ~ is referred to as the

gain mismatch of lhe antenna, and (Jm is the phase mismatch. A detailed discussion of

antenna elipticity is presented in Chapter 12 of [21) as well as Appendix 0 of [I].

which follows much lhe same analysis as [21].



Appendix F

Fade Characteristics

The average signal fade occurrence interval. tr~. as depicted in Figure F-2, can be

found by using me power spectrum of the multipath signal. This is accomplished by

utilizing the meary presented in Section 14-4 of (23J. In order to use this approach. it

is assumed that the changing amplitude of the received signal is a Gaussian process.

It is often considered that the variation in received signal intensity. at any time instant.

due to maritime multipath scatter has a Rician disl:ribution. but for the purpose of

finding lIle average fade interval in a relatively easy manner, it shall be assumed that a

Gaussian distribution gives a close cnough approximation. This should be adequate

when the multipath contribution to the overall received signal magnirude is

overwhelming the direct pam component This assumes rnat the received signal

magnitude has an average of OdB (or unity) and that in the vicinity of this mean, the

signal fluctuation appears almOSt Gaussian. and that the probability of a negative

magnitude occurring (as is the case with a Gaussian disaibution) is small enough to be

considered nonexistent.
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Finding the average fade occurrence interval is analogous to fmding the average

distance between two downward zero-crossings of a zero-mean Gaussian random

process. How this is achieved is explained in lhe following section and lhe way in

which this is applied to finding the signal fade occurrence interval is presented in

Section F.2. Section F.3 deals with the estimation of fade depth.

F.l Average Distance Between Zero-Crossings

Using Figure F~l as a reference. where X(t) is a zero-mean Gaussian random process.

our objective is to fUKI the average distance between two consecutive downward zero

crossings (or ahematively, up-<:rossings. but since we defmed the fade occurrence

interval to stan and stop on down-erossings in Section 3.6. we shall concern ourselves

with down-crossings here as well). In order for this to be linked to fade intervals. we

shall refer to the distance between two consecutive down-erossings as t 10' From

Figure F~l, it can be seen that flO is the average imerval between downward crossings

over a large number of down-<:rossing interval. T101 • TI02•••• T1ON• Likewise, too is the

average over a large number of fade durations (i.e. durations which the process is

beneadl its mean value of zero) TOOl> Tl102•.•. TDON • Ideally t lO and too would

represent averages over the entire process X(t).
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Figure F-l: Definition of the Avenge Intt;!'VJ.1 Berween ufo-Crossings.

In [23] it is shown that the points where a zero-mean Gaussian random process

crosses zero fonns a Poisson process. With such a process, the probability of having

one zero-crossing in a smaJl interval T is simply the product of the length of the

inlerval and the Poisson parameter X. which is known as the densiry of zero-crossings.

For the zero-crossings of a zero-mean gaussian random process with a power

specttum S(f), X is given by the (F. I).



A =

[f:ZS(f) dE

[S(t'ldf
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(F.I)

Using (F.1).lhe probability lhat only one zero-crossing occurs within me small

interval., is given by (F.2).

(F.2)

The objective is to find a length T that guaranrees (on average) one zefO crossing

occurring within that length. From Figure F-l. it can be seen that this length could

be approximated by the average distance between two conseCUlive down-crossings. If

such an interval represencs the average length between consecutive down-crossings.

then in all probability there is an up-crossing in between. Since in all likelihood there

is a zero-crossing within this interval, the probability that one zero-crossing occurred

can be considered to be almost one (i.e. almost 100%). If we refer to this interval as

fro. then by using (F.I) and (F.2), we can write the following expression.



[S{f)df

[f 2S(f) df
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(F.Jl

Since X(I) is a zero-mean Gaussian random process. it can be safely assumed thai

50% of the time X(O is above zero and 50% of the time it is below zero. Because of

this, we can assume lhat. on average, in the interval between [wo consecutive

downward zero-crossings X(I) is above zero balf the time and below zero for the

other half. Tberefore. we can define an expression too that represents me average

amount of time berween the point where X(l) falls below zero to the point where it

rises above zero (or the distance between a dowtKTOSSing and an adjacent up

crossing). This is analogous to the fade duration, TD• of Section 3.6. Too is given

by (FA).

(FA)

For the purposes of multipath fading, it will become clear that it is important to fmd
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the average distance between consecutive downward crossings of any arbitrary level

and not just for zero. From (23]. the probability that a z.ero-mean Gaussian nndom

process with variance tI crosses some arbitrary level £ only ODCC: in a small interval T

is given by (F.S).

-.£. -.£.
PH(T) •.he :.1 • P10('t) e lr

(F.5)

For Lbe lime being. we are not as concerned with the actual value of £ as we are with

the percentage of lime that. on average, X(t> spends above E. The actual value of £

corresponds to the fade depth which is dealt wilh in Section F.3. For simplification.

to specify Ewe mall consider X(t) to possess a standard normal distribution (zero-

mean, standard deviation of one). If we define Hp) (0 be me value which X(I) is

above. on average. for p percent of the: time. then using <F.3) and (F .5) we can write

me following expression for the average distance between two consecutive down-

crossings of an arbitrary level E by a zero-mean Gaussian random process X(t) having

a power spectrum S(O.

[5(f) dE i('(p,
-.--- e

[£25(£) dE

(F.6)
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The value of ( corresponding to a given p% can be found by extracting values from

tables for the standard normal distribution sucb as those presented in (25]. This

involves rIDding the value of f for wbich me area under the standard normal curve

between that value and inflJlity is p. For example. for a p of 99% eis ·2.33. for p

equal to 99.9% it would be -3.08, and for a p of 99.99% E is -3.49. As wilh the

lCr<K:rossing case, if we assume lhal during the average dislanCe between down

crossings X(t) is. on average. above the threshold value efor p% of the time and

below this level for the remaining (I00-p)% of the time. the average time between

when X(t) drops below E to when it rises above ecan be found by

using (F.7).

(F.7)

F.2 Fade Occurrence Interval and Duration

It is possible to apply the theory of the preceding section to the multipath interference

phenomenon in order to fmd average fade occurrence intervals and curations of the

received signal. In Figure F-2 we deftne X(t) to be the received signal intensity,

which again is assumed to have a Gaussian distribution. We define a fade depth.
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FDp'" to be a value for which the received signal is above for p% of the time and

which it is below for the remaining (I00-p)'i> of the time. This corresponds to t(p)

of the previous section.

For the random signal XCI) shown in Figure F·2. FOSOfo is a level for which X(I) is

above for 50% of the time (on average). Since X(t> is assumed to be stationary,

FD50S is the mean of X(I). For our purposes, we shall consider this to be OdB, or the

power of the direct path signal. since we can normalize the fading process with

respect to the direct path signal. This assumes that the multipath interference adds

constructively to the direct path signal for 50% of the time (on average) and

desUlictively for the remaining 50% of the time. If we define the length of time

between when X(I) drops below FDSOfo and the next point in time where it goes below

this value to be a fade interval. then by fInding the average distance between two

con~utive downward mean-crossings (unlike Section F.l. X(t) may not have a zero

mean and therefore we are concerned with where X(t) crosses its mean value which is

assumed to be constant al Odb over time as we have normalized the process with

respect to the direct path power). we will obtain a value for the average fade

occurrence interval Too". This would correspond to a 50% availability system. This

means !hat system designers would be satisfied with ensuring a dete(:tible signal for

only 50% of the time.
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To find the average fade occurrence interval for the 50% availability case, we can use

the same reasoning that was applied to the zero--crossmg case of Section F.1. If S(t)

represents the power (or Doppler) spectrum of X(t) (or more specifically. the Doppler

speCttUlll of the multipath signal), then the average fade occurrence interval. t ISO~'

can be given by the following.

"1'I5ot "

[S(fldf

[f 25(£) df

(F.8)

By using similar reasoning 10 that which was used for the zero-mean case, we can

find the average amount of time between when the received signal level drops below

the threshold value of FD~~ and wben it rises above this value. This is useful to

know as it helps predict the amount of time that the signal will be lost during a fade.

Refening to this interval as the average fade duration. we can write the following.

(F.9)

For most practical systems, it is desirable to be able to expect that the received signal

is delectable for much more than 50% of the time. Common percentages include

99%.99.9%. and 99.99% availability. FDp~ can be def'med as the lhreshold level for
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which X(t) can be expected (0 be above for p% of the time. and below for the

r~maining (lOO-p)% of the time, as shown in Figure F-2. For the time being we are

not concerned with the acwal value of FDp~. All we know is that for p% of the time,

on average, the received signal is above lhis threshold. Knowing this we can use the

same reasoning as (F.6) to fInd the p% availability (or alternatively the (lOO-p)%

outage) fade interval TIll!;'

"TIP': =
fS{f) df .'!(2(1)}

-.-'--- e '

[f 2 S(f) df

(F. 10)

Hp) is the value for which lhe area under the standard Donnal distribution curve from

eto infmi[}' is p/IOO. We can use the standard normal curve (even though the

ret:eived signal will not have a standard normal distribution) due to the fact that, at

lhis point. we are not as concerned with the actual value of eas we are witll the

arnaUDI of time the signal spends above this value. By fmding the variance of the

mu)[ipath signal um
l

, one could fmd a value of E. say Cl' that corresponds to actual

distribution of X(t) and replace t~) with tI 2(p)/a",2 in (F.lO), but this will lead to the

same result. To detennine a fade depth value, the variance will have to be

incorporated. This is discussed in the Section F.3.
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By assuming that during a fade interval, the signal level is above FDp~ for p% afthe

time (on average) and below this for the remaining time. then lhe average fade

duration can be calculated from me following.

(F.ll)

Finding these values is of great importance to system designers as it gives an estimate

of how long the received signal may be los( and how often outages may occur. If one

has knowledge of this. then appropriat: steps can be taken to incorporate appropriate

gains into me system that will ensure that the received signal will be detectable for a

given percentage of time. Alternatively, if one has access to a receiving system with

a particular gain. then the reliabili£y of that system can be estimated by taking lhe

available gain and delennining lhe average fade duration and lhe expected interval

between these instances when the signal is lost.

F.3 Fade Depth

In the previous section. the variation of the received signal intensity was assumed to

be a Gaussian distribution. This is not entirely accurate. This assumption was made

so that average fade durations and fade intervals could be calculated in a relatively
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straightforward manner. Even though this assumption is maintained here so that we

can calculate the fade depth FOps (as shown in Figure F-2), it is worth mentioning

that in reality, as.seen in much afme IiteraNre such as [6], [IOl. [26J. and [21]. the

variation in the received signal level due to multipath interference is said to be: a

Rician distribution. or more specifically a Rice·Na1cDgami distribution. The next

section provides a brief explanation as to why this is the case and in Section F.3.2.

we reNm to the assumption that the received signal intensity is a Gaussian

distribution so that we may calculate the fade deplh.

F.3.1 Actual Rician Distribution for Fade Depth

For the purposes of this investigation we have considered only an wunodulaled L

Band carrier signal propagating between a transmitter and a ship-mounted receiver.

This signal arrives at the receiver from a direct pam as well as numerous scatter paths

arising from the ocean surface:. 11le received scattered signal can be: considered to be

the phasor sum of all of the multipath components as given by (F.12) and (F.13).

(F.12)

(F.13)
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M; and I/Ji are independenr random variables and ~; is uniformly distributed between

±T. Therefore. from [26], the envelope M is a Rayleigh distribution deftned by the

following.

(F. 14)

The variance of the scattered signal, normalized with respect to the direct path

component, is given by a,r?' This can be approximated by the following equation

where Piland Po represent the power of the multipath signal and the power of the

direct pam signal respectively.

(F.15)

Since the: total received signal is comprised of the sum of the scattered component

plus the direct path component, it can be wrinen in a normalized fonn as follows

where Fo is used to represent fade depth.

(F. 16)

The fade depth Fo will possess the Rice·Nakagami disuibution. which follows from

[6] and (10). This distribution is given by (F.11) where IoCx) is the modified Bessel
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function of me frrs! kind.

(F. 17)

F.3.2 Gaussian Approximation for Fade Depth

For lite purpose of calculating signal fade durations and fade intervals. the assumption

was made lhat me received signal intensity is a Gaussian distribution. In the previous

section. it was shown that in reality, the received signal distribution is Rician.

However. we shall assume that it is close enough to a nonnal distribution so lIlal we

can continue to asseJ1 the Gaussian approximation.

To cakulate a value for fade depr.h. the variance of the received signal is needed. It

is desired to nonnalize the variance with respect to the direct path power. As was

seen in the previous section. the nonnalized variance of the multipath signal can be

given by the {F. 18) where p. and Po represent the average power of the multipalh

seaner signal and the average power of the direct path signal respectively.
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(F.18)

By oormalizing all values with respect to the direct path signal level. it can be

assumed that the: average normalized received signal power is unity or 0dB. 1bis

would mean that me multipath interfereace adds desuuctively to the direct palh signal

as much as it does constrUctively. Using this, and the normalized variance of (F. 18),

me fade depth (in dB) can be found from the following relation.

(F. 19)

lbe value of t(P) corresponds to the value fOT wbich the area under the standard

normal distribution curve between t and inftnity is pllOO. As was seen in the

previous sections. typical values for t(P) are -2.33 for a p of 99%. ·1.645 for a p of

90%. and 2.33 for a p of 1%.
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